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PREFACE.

t.l"!^^^
^?*^*™ Lawsuit" is a concise

Jreatise embracing some impressiorL^
the way ,n the writer's practfce andlre

This modest message is siiAply a look

suggested some permanent Dersonalrecord of the counsel's view anHrS
judicial view of law and procedure asthey appear after some considerable' fa

:?scr^--^^^-th:r";:m-

a distinct advance! thrnew^3;trit S
r^tew*'"'^' ''' contrasi'Se old



viii
PRBFACB.

As is well known the Victorian era

suMttTV^' ''^ '^''''^ ^"J' it« ab-surd echmealaties and fictions and forms,and closmg left the law and its procedure

though some degrees below perfect, arefounded on common sense and beZl
htted to promote justice and a popular
sense of fair play among litigants^^

That great mental contest (the greatesttoown to mankind), the forensict^ £been raised nearer to its true dignity Its
intncate machinery has theoreticaUy a
least the same motor and the same gover-nor for the lettered and unlettered, for
tte fat and the lean, in each case efficiently

^^TTM^' P"^" *"°«t^' priding
out the truth on the issue under the law

smt IS that a stagnant system of juris-
prudence, like any other stagnant system,

of Jnn^*",
'""'*'

'« *** '^"^ tbe needof still further law reform to the end thatlaw procedure shall be simplified and



PBBPACB.
IX

levem to the average intelligence thatwhatever unwarranted cost andSaV^d
fiJ,on and technicality survive inSJ'smt of today shall be still further pru^rdand cut down to the limi+ «*

Pruned

and equal rights to all
"' «"^^ ^°««

Relatively there is little to complain ofas we recall historicallv fhl .

™P'*"' o'-

tyranny of the dT^sf ^et ttfv'r'
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The Modern Lawsuit.

CHAPTER 1.

The LAWSUIT: ira obioin.

While the strides of the nineteentir cen-tury in jurisprudence cannot be said to

comemplates the onward and upwardmarch m general science and art,ySegal nund has been distinctly st i^fd by

whirrr^"'"*"''^«*''««on aJJwhile that century lays just claim to somuch and such effective work to softe"

m J*'"*'l«*'^«d and to christianize tte

X;U%S"* "'^"*"^^ -"' ^'

mil i,^ fi.
^^ ^^"^ »' ^a* opti-mism m the very heat and blood and

SSa^V'; ^""°* ^^^-^^ -i "n
At a I^ if***'""'

**^ *^^ ''^^"i^ed world,

itke itrjJr ''^^"°'^*'* «"d ^"bber-

hat the «f ^ Proclauned to the worldthat the strong must not help the weak.



2 THE MODERN LAWSUIT.

that a nation professing to be civilized and
christian may with God's benediction raid
and rob its weak neighbor, one halts to
pronounce this the greatest age of civili-
zation and Christianity. 'A side-glance at
this ruthless war movement is relevant to
an analysis of the laws which govern this
age. How far we have displaced that
motto that might is right by the mellow
doctrine that under modern law the strong
must help the weak, is of wide and absorb-
ing interest to bench and bar.

All said and done, it is safe to affirm
that the marvels of invention in the di-
verse fields of human affairs have in their
sweeping march impressed in the upward
movement the jurist, thus adding largely
to his wisdom, his philosophy, his ingenu-
ity.

This is given emphasis by a passing
comparison of the old-time action at law
or suit in equity as distinct from the
modern lawsuit. A brief consideration
of the old practice, with its often mean-



ingless fictions and absurd rules as «..«".rough twentieth century speetec,::,Zy
^l?rndiro"S^ "^ ^''^ ^«-"" ^'

The scope of this little treatise nermif-of merely passing impress-.onsuponX^
venerable system which after aH Sserve certain useful purposes in fhlii*ot the rugged centuriesCe bV aJ^S*Mg relief in many of the co,m«

'

^'

in which th» «„*
countless caseswmcn tne enforcement of riehfo io„„i

hlTm^'^ ""' ^''^ -«J-- ofS^^S
iie^aruir^^"^^^^^-^'*^'

writers wrote of fSs oLT^ t^
right to be establisreTor fL

^^^

-^re.edwasasSe"^S™^^^
way^^Jhe court was complex in't
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* THE MODBRir LAWSUIT.

Of the many treatises classifying those
forms of action, few indeed are clear and
concise, while no single writer has aimed
to afford all the modem lawyer needs
for even a birdseye view of the perplex-
ing theme.

The law of England was enforced in
the courts by suits begun fcy writs. Those
writs were issued by the King or his
chancellor or the latter 's clerk. They
were composed in the office of the court of
chancery and made to fit the varied com-
plaints of the suitor whatever his ailment.
When launched the writ became the first
step in the suit. If wisely and well fitted
to the case, the machinery of the courts
operated with due effect; otherwise the
suitor was the sufferer. Here it will be
borne in mind that although chancery in
its wisdom framed the writ, its fitness for
the case was not absolutely warranted.
An action in a common law court might
not lie unless the form of that action was
deemed fit and proper (a) by the chan-
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ceiy Clerk who drafted the writ «n^ ru^

what it meaS to H^"\^"* experience

equit,an7wi;"at'ra::.°"''^''"«^*-

wr?tS;'/f;o^"tr l
'"^"*«^^ ^' ^^-^

mg accuracy and safety a' to fh I
"^'^^

action. It was of fh .
"'^ '''™ »«

siderable prZ^!j„*^%^*"«''^« and con-

experiSenSnatiT'^r^'^ «*»-
had high cauZ IT: ,

^.^^ering suitor

Which Ss^rto^oft^faTler ^'^^
and hopelessly.

^^ nuserably

«efng'ierTh*a''"'^^^^"^*«'^''^P-c-

Judicature Act Sii^rr"**^*' •'^ *e
and unthinktS; h2l ^' unspeakable

fd delays and wrSs T/ 1?' T^''forum. Yet Dorinl ?5
*^* old-time

-ported Sis'^SeSo^ ^^^^^''"•^wnere suitors went without



b THE MODERN LAWSUIT.

their day in court because there was no
fit form of action to meet their just claims,
he clearly realizes to what an absurd sys-

tem England for centuries tamely submit-
ted up to that glorious Victoria movement
when the able work of the several law
commissions of the nineteenth century
culminated in the Common Law Proce-
dure Act, 1852, and the Judicature Act,
1873.

It has been said that to the indifferent
lawyer procedure is distinctly a nuisance,
because i! is the slavish and shifting task
of his calling. Yet, generally speaking,
those in the front ranks of the profession
are in the main the men not too busy nor
too shiftless to master the elusive intri-

cacies of practice and procedure. A lay-

man is excused for looking to the substan-
tive law for a defining of all his rights and
duties. Not so the lawyer who well knows
that, however illogical it may seem on the
face of things, yet in truth our legal rights
and duties are evolved, in the practical
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eveiy-day affairs of life from fv,.f
eming part of our juri^ilTnce Jroun"
">g under the head of adLtSeSw""^"

^^tJ^c^thts^^'-^*^^-'^-^

-.. ^eruletthe'i^rtt--.

eou^"iuur5aI/rf"^ "'"^ P'-^^tice

cature Acts of EnglanS nf f,,

'^"'^'

law districts looK to e„j .
'''''?'

fountain of theirTwstdSs^«*'>«



8 THE MODEBN LAWSUIT.

In considering the origin and incidents
of the lawsuit, we cannot well escape a
brief inquiry likewise into the origin of
substantive law. We know that man in
a state of nature bowed alone to the law
of the beast, the right of the ptrongest.
We know that what for^want of a better
term I shall call our ***social compact ''

has made us all members of a great so-
ciety involving mutual rights and duties,
or laws.

That these laws are based on the will
of the Creator and the needs of civiliza-
tion is the cardinal guarantee for uni-
versal acceptance in theory and in prac-
tice. The basic plank of Divine will is

common to all human law. That society
to which we belong must fall to pieces,
back to its original atoms, to the law of
the brute, so soon as that cardinal plank
drops out. If man is created with a dis-
tinct mission to subdue the earth and rule
its creatures, it can scarcely be idle to
consider the wondrous works of nature
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J«wTr' ^"*''"^ «« *he basis ofnuman ]aw. If we are given the right to

tW *^iT ""'' "^"'" "^^'•y »^i°g thing

Man then in a state of nature nroudlv
aunches with the absolute right t^S
iberty happiness and all the propertyS
Imit only in so far as not to infringe

itrpf"" ^'^r^'-'^
rights and pT5!

riSts of r""^- 'T
^^"* '«*''» ^'nhracing

h^e touching those ciS 'riSs":,Sman tokes m exchange for certain of hisnatural rights coming quite logicallv under heads looking to hi/securitylnd pr^"tection as a social member.
^

In these impressions then we arp fi.»f
concerned wi+T, +1.

*™ "'^stlernea with the scope, the definition,
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Of the suitor's rights and duties. These
are prescribed by laws or rules of action
for what is right and against what is
wrong. The principle of these laws is as
fixed as that of the laws of motion or gra-
vitation or mechanics or of Deity himself.

While the laws of Enjjland have been

l/J *?!.'''*'' '''"**°° primarily to the
law of God, we readily see that being after
all largely human reason they must trace
their origin from such homely and prac-
tical local conditions as (a) industrial
pursuits (b) soil (c) territorial location
(d) climate, and the like.

A glaace at the great division of laws
mto (a) common law (b) statutes and
(c) equity, invites at the threshold a con-
sideration of the various courts which ad-
ministered those laws. Equity was
sought m the court of chancery, while the
common law courts were concerned with
the others. The rise and grovHh of *'

e
chancery court is of striking interest in
the history of our jurisprudence, from
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its modest and limited beginning fn. »,
purpose of framing fittS3 £'

*^,^
conceivable eausesofaction^d^fis
whichT/""^

to the protracted emSwhich that court with its great eauitvlawyers prevailed over the ITI ,^
courts xcUh tu

common lawoouns with their common lawvers n,..„

lawsuit. This in fi*v»^ ,
-^ ^ ^^

as^'S'fSrth"' '"""^ '"^ «-*-"*

-e fiuSc/ t;;es rraTd^h^^^ *^^
nant (c) accounw/f * -*

'^*'*t '^^> ""^C"

der the hea7oTtoi''i:;,7e"^V^""'
""

(b) trovpr /'-.\ ^ '^^^^ (a) trespass

detinue
^"^ '^^ ^^^^ ^«P>«-i'> (e)
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Each Of these forms of action, likeevery other fonn of action, might only beaunched by it* appropriate writ. B^km the eleventh century we find the King
himself exercising these functions, athrst in person and later under his appro-
vai^his chancellor assumed the preroga-

wrt^f"^- T'°* '^™' ^«« *!»« P'^itive
writ of right modelled in this fashion:

ft"T^^ ^« to (defendant's name)
Greeting: We command you that without

«f2, ^7 *^" ^"^^ "Si"* *« (plaintiff's
name; of one messuage with the appur-
tenances (description) which he claims tohold of you by free service of £- T,er
annum for all service, of which X de-
for«eth hmi. And unless you will do this,
let the Sheriff of do it that we maj^

of right
" '''"^ ''^'^'''' **'*''^"P°° 'o"- ^ant

The attention is attracted by such
strange-sounding forms at common law
as (a) m the per and (b) in the post.
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r/ncSf^
'r

*^« ---i-us lists of

intri„T.elf;raU",J- ^onns

ally increased from L !f T ^'**'"-

nineteenth centSy until hT*''
*° *^«

whichrnelri'irr* "«*«' ^y
chancerySk^tVfT'' ^ "" "''^^ *»•«

writ to /t tie newSlf
""' "'" ''"^ "^

ministerintheronrt f I "' "^'"^ *« ^d-

Jheyarei;"'^„»^^^'j-h.and
fence separated eauifv =„ i

** ^'^h
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court and the common law courts respec-
tively. ** The rules of equity and good
conscience '» were being freely adminis-
tered by the chancery court exclusively in
the sixteenth century and this exclusive
jurisdiction continued with ever-widen-
ing sway until narrowed by the Common
Law Procedure Act 1852 and practically
abolished by the Judicature Act 1873.

It is wel^beaten ground, painfully fa-
miliar to the profession, that the suitor
who won his case in a court of common
law was frequently met with the solemn
assurance that he was ** right at law but
wrong in equity.'' And while the chan-
cery court in a case of this character was
loath to attack directly the common law
court or its judgment, the goal was
reached by an ingenious injunction per-
sonally against the suitor himself from
enforcing his judgment honestly fought
and regularly won at law. This state of
affairs, however harsh and illogical it may
appear, continued practically until the
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enactment of the Judicature Act see. 24that no cause or proceeding at any timepending in the High Court should^Te!
strained hy prohibition or injunctionPnor o that Act the chancery coSouTd

Sp3ti4e-:!-toi^^^^^^^^^
which needed not to have taken upS
less improbable lies manv n# +1, ^
quite foreign to the .^Zn^l^t';
any heathen court either of Greece ^r
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Rome, and this is equity in a Christian

country."

While this is the dictum of an in-

terested party, the books are teeming with

sweeping criticism of like import extend-

ing as well to many of the old common law

forms of action.

With deep satisfaction the thinking

lawyer reflects that the reign of Victoria

saw the great law reform movement, be-

ginning in the thirties of the nineteenth

century and culminating in the grand

achievement of the Judicature Act 1873,

fusing law and equity and practically

abolishing forms of action, thus giving us

the modem lawsuit. If Victoria's reign

rested on this alone, it would well justify

the eulogimn of the Victorian era spread

on the pages of Volume 31 of the Canada

Supreme Court Reports, incorporated in

the following extract therefrom: " Min-

utes of the proceedings at the opening of

the winter session of the Supreme Court

of Canada Feb. 19, 1901.

'A
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1901 must forever remain a notable epoch

Ivtin "^ ' ^''*?'^ '« * proposition so
universally conceded that it may bo

thr.fr' ^
*''"^'"'- '^^°"g'> « review ofthe civilized progress which is linked with

Victoria 8 name is not to be expected here

ZnT^Jr """^ ^ """^«<J f'*'- «" allu-sion to the great improvements in the

Z\T'^- r"«^'«tely connected withthe adm-mstration of justice and thecourts entrusted therewith which during
Victoria's glorious reign have been at

IZ""' !T^'
^°«''*^^ ^° her name by the

SLTk ^'''T'''''
«"•* re-enacteVin

dZt i^r ^"^'^^^^ authorities. A
ation of that beneficial legislation would

X*:? !r^'^»**he subject, suffice it osay a present, is one that should not, inthe future, escape the attention of thosewho wil undertake to recall the remarkable traits of thaf remarkable rei^ Jo
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Victoria the mightiest of monarchs, yet
the slave of the law of the realm the ad-
journment of the court will be ordered as
an act of respect and a tribute of grief
and sorrow.

The Solicitor General of Canada said
in part:

In other places we have heard Her
Majesty spoken oT as a great constitu-
tional monarch and her reign has been
described as the last stage in the complete
development of our free institutions. I
may venture to say that to us of the bar
our sovereign stood for something more.
She was fons et origo justitiae, and if the
waters ofthe streams of j ubcice ran so pure
and undefiled throughout her long and
glorious reign it T7as because the source
from which they sprang was so absolutely
pure and without taint. She made her
kingdom a kingdom of the law, and para-
phrasing Sydney Smith, I may say she
guaranteed equal rights to unequal pos-
sessions, she gave equal justice to rich and
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Eh"^'- ^'**' """y benefits forwluch we arc indebted to Victoria tZ

ten!Jas!;rrJ"'"^P'^'"'- Of that

-M that a ScXht h 'r
"^^ ^"-"'^

»r.^^ x , ® "8:nt beat continuallv

E« r*"
*'* ''^"^ «»'* honor of oS

i?ftrinr,atv^"n™"^
Canada {r, *i, • , *^ distnets of

of TheS! ° **"? P^oedure statutes

a laJ^?t f
?* provinces. Hence today

wrft T«
"'7''*-t"»e forms of action. Thewnt IS endorsed in clear «««„;

day laneuapp nn!f w' """O'^' every-

placeSS "'''**"*'^ ^^'^^^ the

Again the rules of equity and the rules

courti tteTTT"^ *PP«««' - ainhe

sS ;f ftT'^
**' '"'«"««'7 in the old

Sod r^Mtu^™ ''
f*'"'^*^'

""'^ the
'«^8uit ,s not an enigma but
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a plan proceeding on a plainly and
briefly stated issue in which form
always bows to substantial justice.

These conclusions are well borne out by
reference to the Judicature Act of the

great province of Ontario enacted in 1881

and carried into the Revised Statutes of

Ontario 1914 as chapter 56.



CHAPTEK 2.

The TRIAL: ITS CONDUCT.

The modem trial ear. the better be ap-
preciated by a glance at the trial as for^merly conducted.

In a review of the ancient trial wemay m passing touch upon the criminal
trial and some of its more striking ind-
dents. And first, as the lawyer well

mg under over two hundred heads are nowreduced to less than half a dozet The^

ishable with death; today the death pen-a% >« comparatively rare except for mur-

neLliV ^''f
"^^ ^^y' ^^*^ ^as the

atealingovefaSng^JLXSU!^

toS^S °*^' ^''"^^ ^ °«t of courseto mvite the profession 's attention to each
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ff

and every step of either a criminal case

or a civil cause; but rather to consider

certain of the more striking features find-

ing their place under the old practice as

distinct from the incidents of the modern
trial. In this way may we at this point

consider together, as leading up to the

trial proper and itg conduct, not alone

primitive conditions and conceptions of

the lawsuit but as well how the forensic

trial was staged and managed and how
the truth was ground out, for the fixing of

the rights of the parties at issue.

Recalling some of the quaint methods
of trial known to the centuries gone by
we have (a) wager of law (b) wager of

battle (c) ordeal.

Wager of law, a forerunner of the mod-
ern trial by jury, 'vas a proceeding imder
which a party to the action might prevail

in his cause by adding to his own oath the

oath of eleven neighbors in corroboration.

The official designation of those neighbors

was ** compurgatores " and their fimc-
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tions were in some respects like those ofmodem jurors. Although the similarity
IS a hmited one it justifies the historical
hnfang of the ancient " compurgatores "
with the jurors of the present day. While
this mode of trial has midoubtedly moreba«s m reason for its adoption than the
battle "or the " ordeal, " even it is

S! *°,'^ f«ff«««ve compared with thejury tnal of today.

"^apr of battle was the deciding of the
issue between the parties to the suit kc!
ceding to their superiority inter I Lpme fighters The better fighter won the
suit. Then brute force and skiU in theFnze ring stood high. See Ashford y

™»ii
?'^,.^*^''«o«s practice being for-mUy abolished by 59 George 3, Chapter

Of course no modem lawyer would
venture on grounds nf " i,„™» ..

„„ » . ...
8;""""S ot Human reason "

or civilized sanction » to defend thissavage mode of trial, yet it boasted in the
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olden days champions as staunch and sin-
cere as the historian finds among the un-
flmching ** divine right '' advocates. To
such rash champions it was clear as the
noon-day sun that the top-notch fighter
had a ** divinq right ^' (hence a legal
right) to win the lawsuit.

The doctrine on,which the wager of
battle rested would not have lived to the
ripe old a^e it did attain were it not sunk
deep into quite a few honest hearts and
consciences, yet it is scarcely irreverent
today to class the absurdity in the ash-
heap of blank nonsense or worse. To
think of it is to smile, were it not at once
so tragic and so cruelly unjust. On the
one hand a man's life, liberty, reputation
and property, his dearest possessions,
were solemnly filched from him, on the
other hand a man went unwhipt of jus-
tice, before grave courts in the sacred
name of justice in broad daylight by such
a travesty called a trial. And this gro-
tesque buffoonery was abolished in 1819
only.
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-rae case in criminal appeal of AshfordV Thornton (1818). 1 B. & AM. 405. isof interest as containing exhaustive argu-ments on the right and limitation of fher ght to trial by " battle." embracing a
historical sketeh of the origin of this preClous kind of trial through theN™
conquest and the instances in diff™
cases m which the right was either oustedor a lowed. As will be noted from that
"IJ^^gp^e^t. the courts of tSrudeage did not hesitate to swallow whole thesteni precept that he who sets the law in

willing if required to stake his life " onthe issue. It appears further that Ellen

ltrS£l?! *^^ »*^- ^-^ -t theeast doubt that the general law of theland was in favor of the wager ofbattle, hence that the court's dSwafto pronounce the law as it stood S
xwht to :r^*'T''*

'"• "-'^^^ *hSIt ought to stand. In other words thisgrotesque wager of battle was in that im-mortal case dogmatically pronouncedTo
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be the usual and constitutional mode of
trial, although there would providentially
have been *^ ou^r of battle '» if allowing

battle '' meant merely the giving to a
sinister man the power to fight where he
must fight ^* for fighting sake alone/'

It is to be deduced from the sober argu-
ment here afforded us that the classes of
case to which the right of wager of battle
was incident were tried in this pugilistic
fashion in 6rder - to leave God to whom
all things are open, to give the verdict in
such case, scilicet, by attributing the vic-
tory or vanquishment to the one party or
the other as it pleaseth Him/' Yet in
this connection there is grim humor in the
reflection that the ** battle '» law was a
dead letter if the opposite party was under
fourteen or over seventy years of age
or a clergyman or a woman or crippled
the power of the Almighty being limitedm the eye of the law according to earh
fighter's fitness for physical combat.

Before leaving the old fancy that God
would interpose to decide the issue of a
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lawsuit by turning the balance for or
against a party to the cause dependingupon that party's physical vigor, wf
71 1?P ^^! ^°"°«° ^'^^Se of wager
cf battle and take up the ancient Sax^nspmt whose " great judgment " was by
that gentle and bland moue of trial IpiowJ

lZf"'^t r^"^'-"
The gracious^'

r

deal ' protrudes in criminal cases undertour heads (a) camp-fighting (b) fire (e)

A suitor's life, liberty or property de-pended in those days, as we aU toow, too
often on tests of this ilk which to the
twentieth century lawyer seems too ab-

true. Think unmoved of deciding a law-
suit depending upon whether (a) the
plaintiff's body or (b) the body of the ac-
cused should float or sink when judicially

CO d wV°^ *^""^''' ^^^^"' ^e the
cold-water "ordeal," where a party,
whose legal rights were pending for trialwas judicially cast into the stream a^d
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I -:

declared " in the right " if he sank to the
bottom but ** in the wrong '' if he could
float being then ** of the water rejected ''

and kept up! tow about Salt Lake,
Utah, and its buoyancy ?

Which of those good old systems con-
sists with common sense ? Who on bench
or bar would call th§m back?

Those ancient modes of trial are here
resurrected and discussed to marshal
them grouped with other early methods
of balancing the scales of justice, as dis-

tinct from the conduct of a trial in a mod-
ern lawsuit.

And as the profession well know there
were other ingenious contrivances to tor-
ture suitors without which the more criti-

cal medieval trial could not fittingly be
conducted, such as ** the strong and hard
pain.*' This refined torture (classically
couched in the term ''peine forte et

dure'') was obligingly applied to the
prisoner indicted for felony if he '* stood
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ruute " He was remanded to prison, cour-
teously given a separate r^m, genX

weight of iron and irom day to day slowly
starved, tantalized by tiny morsels of rinkbread and putrid water, till he (alS,°saenhomly confessed all the truth or (h-)
gave up the ghost. ^ '

J:l "TP^""^ ^'"J contrasting the old

modem lawsuit, a convenient dividing
line IS found in the Victorian era, takng
particularly the Judicature A<rt 1873

TcTi*" ?\^''"— ^^ I'-cedur;
Act 1852, which m turn was the outcome

,n 55 f^^**.^^""
commissions which began

LJ « .''^'' "* *^^ nineteenth century
their first effective work to devise simpleT
less expensive and wiser modes of trial.

'

In considering the phases of the mod-ern trial, counsel are occasionally anxious
to avoid Its publicity. And this anxietyhas brought rather sharp contests anent
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the right to trial in camera. At common
law a trial must be held in a public court
with open doors. For exceptions to this
rule or for the law as recently declared
in England, see Scott v. Scott, [1913] A.
C. 417. In that case the vital principle
of publicity is brought out in the follow-
ing from Hallam

:

" Civil liberty in this kingdom has two
direct guarantees (a) the open adminis-
tration of justice according to known laws
truly interpreted and fair constructions
of evidence and (b) the right of parlia-
ment, without let or interruption, to in-
quire into and obtain redress of public
grievances. Of these, the first is by far
the more indispensable; nor can the sub-
jects of any state be reckoned to enjoy a
real freedom, where this condition is not
foimd both in its judicial institutions and
in their constant exercise."

Again quoting from the same case

:

" The three seeming exceptions which
are acknowledged to the application of
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the rule prescribing the publicity ,f

wards (b) in lunacy proceedings (c) in

^t^tTrTJ
:^^'-%««--y (as I Irade

secret teals) is of the essence of the

of ™,w- -f
?^' «°"°«ates the doctrineof publicity m these words: '<

It is to Zremenib d that here as in Pnti ^ .?^
law is adi,.inisterer;;S ;tt;^^^^^^
and Its administration is at'^once subSto and protected by, the full and search

c^fti £ 1^""''' "P^^^"^ »°d public

our co3« f
' "P*"""^ *"<^ publicity of

our Tft 'o™f one of the excellences of

ofS pI"' *'^V"^'
«°''' ^ the words

^.•^w/'*''^*''*^*^'
i° Macdougall vKnight 1889), 14 App. Cas. 194, T^^of exception only in rare cases of sS acharacter that public morality requires

that the proceedings should be m Sr J^in whole or in part.

"

"« m car, era
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Further quoting from Bcid v. Aull:

" In criminal trials in Canada, the right

to exclude the public conferred upon the

trial judge by section 645 of the Code is

restricted to cases in which the court con-

siders the exclusion to be in the interest

of public morals. Other exceptions occui

in the case of wajds of court, in lunacy

proceedings, and in actions regarding

secret proqesses, where the paramount ob-

iect of securing that justice be done

would be doubtful if not impossible of

attainment if the hearing were not m
cpraera."

The common law principle is laid

down in Daubney v. Cooper (1829), 10

B & C. 237, by the Court of King's Bench

as follows: " We are all of opinion that

it is one of the essential qualities of a

court of justice that its proceedings

should be public."

Canadian and provincial statutes now

cover all exceptions quite clearly.
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secret is exploded by the Scott caS

oe pubJic and who are the chief actors inhe conduct of the tria,, acute ftensS
* ir r T"""'^^

<^^**™'°« how to tryan issue (a) on contract (b) in tort rc(

pl^tXJ fV^ ^ ''^"'-«

Again, who begins and who closes • whatevidence is admissible and what excSf
Again how far does the onus of proof
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What functions are properly exercised

by (a) judge (b) jury (c) counsel!

Is the trial mainly a search for the

truth?

Are the plaintiff's rights roughly
speaking the defendant's duties!

What relation does form of action bear
to substance of the cause itself!

In view of such questions what histori-

cal significance marks the Judicature
Act!

'

It has well been said that a trial under
the old system presupposed a versatile

knowledge of the injuries cognizable on
the one hand by the courts of common
law and on the other hand by courts of

equity. The trial of the modem lawsuit

is better imderstood and more efficiently

conducted by the lawyer who familiarizes

himself with the leading principles, rules,

fictions, forms of the old system, although
he avails himself of the formless action,

the fused law and equity, bestowed by the
Judicature Act.
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cause, nor from the aim of fh^ / ^^

-ore or less beLSg^fi^m tL?^,'^^

oftheseCV:s;,^rorh?''«n'
ant journey from theiZZTCJ^'':
as a starting Doint t^ fj,? ^ .

" ''''®°*

to that clie/tKay o? •, r^'*!
'"'"^'^^

ecution as a goi^ "^ Judgment and ex-
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(

Trial then is the examination of the
matters of fact in issue, finding out the
truth. The conduct of the trial must de-
pend upon the nature of the facts about
which the truth is sought. The principle
governing in all cases calls for the best
method of trial and the best evidence upon
that trial which the nature of the case
affords and no otheR Yet how well any
experienced trial lawyer knows that his
own peculiar tact and skill have much to
do with the application of such funda-
mental principles of procedure, and how
vital may be his act or omission at any
stage of the contest.

A few homely hints from a trial lawyer
whose luck as a case-winner was a house-
hold word covered the following ground:
" Never go into court without brief of
facts brief of law and brief of rules.

Know them intimately. When possible
prepare your own briefs, try your own
cases, do your own pleading. The verdict
crowns him who sees his case, not through
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a faiot-hole, but of himself from aU sides

5ouf„r?
^'''*'"° ''''' *^« -«>«* egre-gious of liars speaks the truth 999 inevery 1,000 utterances. Throughout thetnal bear in min^ +i.„* x

e"""** t^e

togetatCS' *'*"'^"''^^^P^^

co.t!!^,'****
*"** '^''°«' «>« case-Winning

.softer W, '"' ^' ^'"^^ t'^^ li^e thegreater his success. His tact and skillmust cover facts, .^es and law, perht.important in the order stated.
^



CHAPTER 3.

The JUDGE: HIS functions.

The judge is said by a great jurist to

be no more than the mouth that pro-

nounces the words of the law, a mere pas-

sive being, incapable in one sense of mod-
erating either its force or vigor.

Laws are necessary relations arising

from the nature of things. In this sense

all beings have their laws: the Deity his

laws, the material world its laws, the,

beasts their laws, man his laws.

While the tyrant wants few laws, the

lover of liberty wants fixed laws.

Law is human reason. Side by side

with all laws are the folk rules or maxims
without which laws are idle and barren

:

(a) nobleness in our virtues (b) frank-
ness in our morals (c) politeness in our
behavior.
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Very often the trouble, expense, delays
and even the very dangers of our judicial
proceedings are but the price that each
citizen pays for liberty. For liberty is
merely the right to do whatever the laws
permit. True liberty is where the judi-
cial power is distinct from the law-mak-
ing and the executive powers.

In the modem lawsuit, the judge is the
central character. His personality is of
prime concern. He it is who holding the
scales of justice paves the way to what
IS the real purpose of the suit, the bring-mg out of the truth. Sitting as he a. >s
to administer justice according to law he
defines by rule the functions of all in-
cluding jury and counsel.

The magistrate, from one viewpoint, is
as essential to civilized life as the parent
or the tutor. Life is less real, less pro-
tected, less account generally, where any
of the three exemplars is wanting. His
few words aptly contain a great deal of
useful and curious sense,'' by a ** habit
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of silence '' he comes to give ** just and
sententious '' dicta, since ** loose and in-

continent talkers seldom originate many
sensible words/' nor do they ** reach the
point nor arrest the attention/*

It is no wonder Lycurgus, the great
Spartan law-giver, held up family gov-
ernment as the true model. ** He who
knows how to speak, knows also when/'

Although the wise judge may foresee
his decision early in the trial, then is

silence golden. The privilege of pressing
the crucial points of the case is jealously
prized by the litigant and his counsel:
none perceives all this more clearly than
the man who holds the scales of justice.

A premature dictiun is often miscon-
strued, while the judgment (with its rea-
sons in due course) is presumed to be
right.

The ideal judge is blind yet ever watch-
ful, neutral yet fighting each side, indif-

ferent to results yet with the right, evenly
holding the scales.
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The original dominion granted to man
by the Supreme Grantor may not plainly
have imported the law-maker or the judge
of our civilized life, yet it is well argued
that we are today more nearly than ever
solving how man may best administer his
huge estate comprising the earth and its
all. The rights of man are nowhere more
justly and equitably recognized and con-
served than in our courts of justice,
wherein the majesty of the law is aptly
personified by the wise judge.

Of old, the strongest man often seized
the crown. The king often seized the
bench. He too often made the laws and
administered and enforced them. He too
often defined all rights and dispensed all

justice. He had no fixed terms of court.
He held it where when and how he chose.
Too often the king was trial judge, jury,
court of appeal ; all rolled up in one.

Our government is in changed times.
The theory of our constitutional realm is
for a trinity of functions: making law for
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aw-makers, applying for judges, enforc-
ing kw for executive. These functions
are b ended yet distinct, independent yet
complemental, each class a potent prop
of the state while one missmg aU must
suiier.

Under our system of government we are
angularly fortunate 'in our judiciary.
The normal type of judge is capable and
honest. He is above purchase, above re-
proach, above fear. None more readily
than he realizes that " the courts have no-
thing to do with the w^om or policy ofan Act of parliament." None more read-
ily than he realizes that " the future of
our jurisprudence lies largely on the
knees of the legislature and while fictions
have played their part and judge-made
laws have played their part, to statute
laws belongs the future. " In other words
the normal judge is a faithful and honest
exponent of the people as he finds their
will propounded in their statutes and
there is no just cause to complain with
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the present trend of the judiciary in this
respect.

The principles of the law-maker are
more or less flexible to suit different law
districts and their diversity of climate
and soil and industrial engagements and
religious views, so the judge who con-
strues and applies our laws well knows
how distinct they necessarily are at many
points from those of a less liberty-loving
people or from those of a nation widely
unlike our own as to soil, climate, indus-
try, art, literature, religion. The funda-
mental knowledge of our skilled law-
maker in this respect cannot be a sealed
book to the judge.

What the Spartan law-giver Lycurgus,
or his Athenian brother Solon, contri-
buted in the shape of laws for the peculiar
conditions of the primitive Greek, well ex-
emplifies the consensus of mankind that
laws are not only rules of action pre-
scribed for the citizens of the state but
also, if apt and wise, such laws must be
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devised and fitted to the particular race
for which they are prescribed.

In days gone by there was many a temp-
tation for judges to make laws. And the
wonder is, not that the bench in its honest
attempt to do right so operated as to make
numerous laws, but rather one marvels
how skilfully the beflch avoided making
many more laws than it did make.

Take the history of the former court
of chancery. How strongly tempted must
not the honest judge have been to add a
law here, or a rule there, in order to save
the honest litigant from palpable injus-
tice or ruini When that litigant was
nght m law and wrong in equity " and

the dismissal of his suit, with all it in-
volved, could not (under the cast-iron
forms of action known to English juris-
prndence well up to the Judicature Act
1873) be avoided, what a helpless and
hopeless pang of torture must have
pierced the pitying judicial heart! When
the '* originating summons '» was a thing
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unheard-of and even a clause of a will
could not be construed without a cum-
brous, costly, tedious, ruinous administra-
tion of the entire estate, with what a sad
heart must not the sensible and honest
judge have been constrained to withhold
the ready remedy lodged in his mind and
conscience!

When the common law action, like the
equity suit, could not under the then en-
trenched though absurd rules of evidence
bring out the truth from the lips of per-
haps the only persons who knew anything
about the issue involved, with what a sor-
rowful heart must not the judge have
excluded all testimony which could be
reasonably expected to serve the real pur-
pose of the trial, the discovery of the
truth; with what disgust would he shut
out the parties and their relations I

In a criminal trial, what must have been
the chagrin of the fair and impartial
court, which might rationallv have de-
termined the guilt or innocence of the
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accused by admitting him to the witness-
box, when the right to grant this privilege
was stolidly denied at law!

In the whirligig of time we find the
ongm of the different judicial jurisdic-
tions evolve gradually into our well-de-
veloped system as it exists today. From
the modest justice of the peace to the tri-
bunal for the trial of the highest concerns
of life and property, the different judges
with their respective functions are trace-
able from very early beginnings.

What the great Hebrew law-giver
under divine guidance devised and pro-
pounded seems admirably to have served
the needs of a primitive people. What
could have better fitted the then condi-
tions and wants of the chosen people than
the orderly divisions of the courts to be
presided over respectively by Moses him-
self and by the other judges grading
from him down I There seems a peculiar
fitness in such an arrangement of law
districts and such an investiture of
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judicial power as are found in that dis-
pensation.

In modem times we find such arrange-
ments as that of Peru under which fairly
smular provisions (after allowing for thespan of thousands of years) disclose
themselves. And while their operationmay present different results, they are
well worth noting.

Again, in England itself we find the
early development of her jurisprudence
under which like divisions weave them-
selves mto the administration of justice.
The philosophy throughout is, holding

the scales of justice through the family
then tens and hundreds and larger divi-
sions and that the smaller the law district
generally speaking, the better the chance
to get at the truth and hence to the justice
or the case.

Prior to the important period be'ween
the Common Law Procedure Act 1852and the Judicature Act 1873, the couri; of
chancery and the three great common law

I
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courts of King's Bench of Common Pleas
and of Exchequer helped to swell a long
hst which formerly included (a) Admir-
alty (b) Ecclesiastical (c) Palatinate,
and many others.

While the judges of those diverse
courts all worked for one identical goal,
to find out the truth and render justice,
their qualifications and methods were de-
cidedly diverse. There was too grim a
humor in some of a judge's most solemn
performances while hearing and deter-
mining issues of vital importance. For in-
stance the verdict of guilty or not guilty
which depended, not on any of the tests
of twentieth century jurisprudence, but
on whether the accused or his accuser was
knocked out in the prize fight, gives one
by contrast a hopeful conception of the
modem lawsuit, and of the onward march
and upward trend of the modem judge.

An ancient court contest, wherein the
issue was decided on the buoyancy of the
defendant's body cast on the water, bears
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sad contrast with the acientiflc inquiry
into the truth, which a modern judge maynow preside over according to law and
surely without violence to common sense.

i.^T,^'^" "**"'•« ^ often expects
the Ideal. While generally our judges are
Ideal, some are not. The unhappy excep-
bon sometimes ^^aces suitor and counselHow to wm a just cause before the ideal
judge 18 simple. The reverse of the medal
saddens the honest heart.

-.^'^^f'^'.*^
'^"'^'^ **' i^'^eea are metand dealt with on their merits, much aswe meet and deal with other neighbors,

faults are overcome by mutual dignity
and firmness. The few weak and erring
ones fall of their own weight in the face
of strong truth and miflinching honor.
The unfit judge does the less harm, the
more fit and vaUant suitor and counsel
prove to be. Fight his errors, but bow to
ethics yourself. Don't let the menace of
the judge's power vulgarize your own
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methods or manners. Remember the in-
tegrity of pur bench is admittedly high-
remember that ev^ry well-poised judee
aspires to a record for fair and impartial
decisions; remember the good citizen up-
holds the judge on the presumption of in-
tegrity. The judge is a comer-stone of
our govemmentel system. Be true to it.

Happy the nation like ours whose
judges are justly distinguished for their
mentality and their integrity. And even
here the law of suggestion has its force.
Convmce each judge that he is pure to
the eye and you make him a better judge.

Every instinct, each inspiration of a
normal man argues for integrity and im-
partial conduct on the bench; the bad
judge is distinctly abnormal.

Justice, precedent, reason, statutes,
rules, ever being factors in the stormy
TOissitudes of your case, the make-up of
the judge is vital. Have an eye to that
make-up from the beginning. To that end

I
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the sagacious barrister animates the po-
litical, fraternal, civic, religious life of his
country. Give of your best to make a
strong county bar from whose fold comes
your judge.

To every lawyer it is elementary ethics
that the ermine is first in the court of
which counsel is an oflScer. Don't spatter
the enninel If pelted with mud, cleanse
It I If aspersed, succor it I Always de-
fend it as our bulwark.

In defining the judge's functions, it has
been said that law governs the bench, as
facts govern the jury and rules govern
counsel, that rules are the sceptre of the
bench. If we interpret this as a fair
glance at the respective beacons of bench
jury and counsel, we cannot too stronriv
emphaaze the obligation of the judge to
apply the law as he finds it. And the law
adjectave, in the shape of rules, is in a
sense the active part of the law. For with-
out It, the wrong defined by the substan-
tive law remains a dead letter and the
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remedy to be applied is not then afforded
by the adjective law.

.

The presiding officer, where justice is
judicially administered, exercises func-
tions of a wide scope. The judge, whose
duties mvolve great responsibilities, ar-mes at the truth only by the observation
analyse and deductfon of a mind with
tile decks cleared for the action.

No case is so well tried and determined
as when the judge, wise and philosophic,
lives up to Conan Doyle's golden rule on
nund-equipment. Doyle says: " You see,
I consider a man's brain originaUy islie a htae empty attic, and you have to
stock It with such furniture as you choose.

i*^i
"^ ™ ^^ ^^ ^"^^^ ^f every

sort that he comes across, so that the
knowledge that might be useful to him
gets crowded out, or at best is jumbledup with a lot of other things, so that he
has a difficulty in laying his hands upon
It. Now the skilful workman is very care-
ful, indeed, as to what he takes into his
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brain attic. He will have nothing but the
tools which may help him in doing his
work, but of those he has a large assort-
ment, and all in the most perfect order.
It IS a mistake to think that that little
room has elastic walls and can distend to
any extent Depend upon it, there comes
a tune when for every addition of know-
ledge you forget something that you knew
before. It is of the highest importance,
therefore, not to have useless facts elbow-
ing out the useful ones."

At the risk of appearing desultory I
have quoted Doyle. The point is this.The criticd duty of the judge, as we well
know, IS the -iecision of a court on the
question at issue in the action based on
reason, on law. To reach that decision
he directs and controls the most effective
mode of getting at the truth known to
poor weak mortals. The consensus of

Jri^T^*"" '^^ philosophy grantstan liberal powers and wide discretion in
the direction and control of the truth-ex-
tracting process. Based primarily on the
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rules with power to add," in order to
direct his mind logicaUy to the mtL«
t^rur'*"^^^'"''--'^""^-

n«r*/T?^'*""* *••* j°'^«'» « tried and

tTe ti^- *f
'*^ '"•'J^*'* *» ^«« <" Prac-tice to be interprets and applied and

even modified or waived by theTd^e. ffis
discretion may at times seem even widerthan 18 essential. Yet under closer ^!^
spection this latitude may be vital toZfair and impartial and reasonable and ex!
peditious trial of the cause.

The best method by human ingeniiity

Sties'r' ''I
'"^"^^ *^« "«'^ "S

duties of man to man is in the form of amental app^ to a judge, sometimes aided

Zy^' , *"? ^^ °^«* «> addressedmust be so free from distraction that itsbest efforts shall for the trial be devoted
solely to that trial.

^
What is so carefuUy safeguarded in re-

lation to keeping a juror's mind free from
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bias and irrelevant matter, to which so
much common effort is dedicated, de-
volves very often with a singleness of bur-
den on the broad shoulders of the judge
alone. He is in the position because he
has been weighed in the balance and
deemed of fit mental calibre fairly and
impartially and efficiently to hold the
scales of justice between party and party.

The uncertainty of the lawsuit, which
has been likened to that of the horse-race.
18 a standing gibe of the demagogue. That
element of chance has been his pet sar-
casm from time immemorial. Yet it has
again and again been demonstrated that
under the system of jurisprudence known
to England the results have been in a fair
percentage of cases according to the laws
of the land. It must be borne in mind thatm a great rich and free nation like Eng-
land the laws are admittedly fitted to con-
ditions and needs and aspirations not gen-
eraUy appUcable to rude and arbitrary
governments. Their law districts may
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have ample and few laws : our, with their«^t vanety of conditions and needs .«
fitted to complicated cases. The will orcapnee of **e.V despotic prince maTi."
stitute their code of laws: our, we make,

^"J"^«:f
?""<»»•<» It is true humaS

miperfectaon in the legislature or on the

ttJ^r^, ^~'"""'^««'*«' y«t wherethese plainly appear to block the way tojustice we do 'not hesitate to enact new
declaratory statutes curing the mi^S
pared with those of other great free

T^l *'!«««>"«% clear and cerSS

E"S°« f"*
'"^ i^eo'^iBtencies. AiSafter all a large percentage of the casesmvolving uncertainty hinge upon uncS-

S£." ^ ""* '""^ ""* "»« '^ ^ ^"ch

burtf?'"'*'' '' "''*' *• """''» uncertainty,but ratter so much certainty; not m
common sense. The legal historian in a
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comparatively brief backward span
dwells, is forced to dwell, upon not a trial
by way of appeal to the mind in our con-
ception thereof, but ratiier to brute force.
What then were the judge's functions!
As an mstance, wager of battle was of the
military ages and superstitious frame of
mind, an appeal to Providence, under an
apprehension and hope, however pre-
sumptuous or unwarrantable, that heaven
would give the victory to him in the right
The decision of suits by this appeal to the
God of battles was of the warlike peoples
from the earliest times. It was untU com-
paratively modem times part of the law
of England.

It takes no great stretch of the imagina-
tion to shudder for the fitness of the aver-
age twentieth century judge to preside
over such a mode of trial.

Nor can we easily conceive a modem
judge directing the " ordeal," or any of
the ingenious tortures and barbarities
known to the generations when *' might
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The versatile functions of the judicialmmd are brought out under such vS
species of trial as (a) by record (l) by
inspection (c) by certificate (d) by yril
r^^ (e) by Jury (f) by thl court Tg)

AlthoPgh the first three classes of ewe

rdrfTrir'"'''^'"'^"'"-*^"*-*
The judge who reaches the goal by in-

spection, the court seeing for itself, tekesa role a long step from that equally
essentia trial by witnesses on the validityof a challenge to a juror, and equaUy di^
tanct froiu a trial by certiflcat^ of Lrt
olBcers on its customs and practices.

The judge must exercise a nice discern-
ment who consistently keeps the juror on
his own side and the bench on its side of a
somewhat flexible bar of division between
the law for the judge and the facts for the
jury.
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It has, in this connection, been said that
the constitution of the jury is admirably
adapted and framed for the investigation
of truth beyond any other method of trialm the world, yet its efficiency depends so
much upon the tact and skill of the trial
judge that a single blunder in the exercise
of his functions may in itself constitute a
mistrial

In considering the functions of the
bench, an eminent authority made inter-
esting comparisons between the county
judge as a local tribunal and assizes pre-
sided over by outside men. While it is
not denied that in mental equipment the
local judge and his commissioned brother
may theoretically strike the same average
standard, the dignity of the commissioned
judge is more impressive.

The judges though varied and shifted
at every assizes (a) are aU sworn to the
same laws (b) have had broadly speaking
the same education (c) have pursued
generaUy the same studies (d) converse
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thoM court, which are mutually con-nected and their judgments blend to-

SZ '^ *'f^
-"^ interchangt^bt

court, of appeal or advice to each otherHence their administration of justice

uniform, whereby .that confusion and

na?ur«n "^ "% "^"•'•^^ *Wch would
natural y arise from a variety of uncom-
municating judges, or from any purely
local establishment ^

« tt" ^^'i""**
**""* '^* ""^ »°ly doing ina twentieth century spirit what has down

hinH
^"'

r"***""
P'^^dure been essayed

:

iiindenng the wronged man from " takine
the law in his own handa" No system

TlT I'
" ""'"^ *** ""y «5^" should,

ever be devised which leaves none of thewrongs to be redressed by the " wrongedman himself." indeed the bulk of ourwrongs must be adjusted " without suit."

" Becaus;s of the immense indemnity
paid by the conquered at the close of the
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war, the conqueror was flooded with a
wealth that she had never known before*'

•

see Empire Club Speeches 190; 9 pag^ 80
What does this mean! Buu^W (n^ fbat
the strong should not hel:> th.^A,^!' , . \

'i* hvi it fill- (

that might is right (c) tl
weakling.

It means, in its logical ^iif^. ai,. tliat
when the treasury is low, a i .lioii does
not work and skimp to make ends meet:
but that it arms to raid a weak neighbor
and robber-like takes by force what it is
too lazy to earn by hard work. Carry this
warlike spirit into private life, and you
have a glaring picture of what ** civU life
without law *' means.

It is all " dazzling in the extreme," but
doer it work well where either nation or
individual chooses to enter the outlaw
class; or is the law, fairly and impartially
administered, the bulwark of liberty! The
functions of the judge are sacred and his
seat is fortified by justice and liberty.



CHAPTER 4.

The jubobS: theib scope.

The scope and functions of the modemuiy cannot weU be defined without a iZ
iustory The ongin of trial by juryw safely carried back where " memo^runneth not to the contrary.

"

^
It seems a well-supported opinion,among several opinions variouX ad-

o^'inT *'^.^"'^ «^«*«- "^ ^
u>g that their actions should be tried bva jurate or jury, in preference to the trialby duel, the jury being a nmnber of ^r-8on« summoned to inquire on oath into aMaon of fact pending in a judicial

The juror as a member of the jury
therefore becomes in a limited senL kjudge and as such hears the evidence to
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elicit the truth on the issue as to the facts,
ills functions are in some req)ects inde-
pendent of the court, in others absolutely
subject thereto.

The relation of judge and jury is fairly
indicated by what has been said concem-
1^ the respective functions of each to the
effect that " law governs the judge, facts
govern the jury and rules govern coun-
S61*

The judge, while far from being fettered
as to facts, has a wide scope as to rules and
aJone pronounces the law, being thus fully
vested with the right and bound in duty
to instruct and direct both jury and coun-
sel concerning their functions throughout
the trial.

Of interest in this connection is the
generally accepted definition of one of the
modes of trial which prevailed until only

V!^ fenerations ago under the caption
of tnal by " wager of law," a proceeding
which consisted of a defendant discharg-
ing himself from the claim, on his omi
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oath, bringing with him, at the same time,
into court, eleven of his neighbors (com-
purgators) to swear that they believed his
denial to be true. This quaint mode of
trial existed in England as w^ know until
the reign of WiUiam 4th.

And some legal historians have, to their
own satisfaction, confidently traced the
modem jury from this ancient privilege
under which a party to a suit could win on
a finding in his favor by eleven of his
neighbors whose testimony, coupled with
his own, constituted the oaths of the
requisite twelve in all.

In clearing up the haze of forensic
history in respect of the primitive trial
by jury and its conception, we are forced
to glance at the most remote divisions of
the people into law districts great and
small, considering them from the single
family to tens of families and hundreds
of families and counties and provinces.
This is more effectively done by touching
the high spots in the law and procedure

im't:



present an invitLSf''™.''* '*^«'.
tion to how andTyth^M

^"'"*
'" ^'«-

rules the chose, io^t jr ""'* '""'-

i^ in those dav,T„ ^ governed,

in <iivisio.s"ut?nXr: ^^'^^-d
up to a nation. ^ ''°^^« ^^^n^y

^Snd^Tdt"- to „s as

the forensi,. hZ ^ understood by

on law and pr^„n if"*""* ^^^^ed

fflust be jrauired W ^ T"*" ''espectively

«tandiraSwCwet^"^' ""'^«'-

^reat boon of tritf V u4''" ZV'^nuch we owe to the Noman anH Jmuch to the At.o.i« a
^'«o«nan and how

n.«„ •
-Anglo-Saxon and whaf t«

as we know it toV„ ^ •'"'^ "-^^tem
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ever names designated, the rude and pri-

mitive peoples of many centuries ago had
their jury systems.

The ancient jury seems to have exer-
cised its functions under oath but rather
as witnesses of the truth on the issue be-

tween the parties than as judges of fact

based on evidence*of others.

As we have the system today, the find-

ing on the facts by a jury far from being
opposed by the judge is really welcomed
by him, relieving him to that extent from
a responsibility which is already a heavy
one especially in trials involving the
highest concerns of life and property. And
among the time-worn instructions of
judge to jury none is more clearly defined
or more emphatically pronounced than the
exclusive and absolute right of the jury
(subject of course to the law to be taken
from the judge) to determine and find the
facts in the case.

Touching different methods of trial for
the finding of the facts without the judge



^'^'iSTl?*''—i«'>t refer

England, a^::g",?f nT™''*'"''"''^''
i«to

William the CoLu^r^
™"° ^.^t^^^' •'3'

«>•> accused fSr wiTh I'"''
'^' ^'

""der the apprehenIrSat l;"""^!;'give the Vict, ry to him wT '^*'"'''

right. '™ '^'"' ^as in the

t-o championslTh 'JJrlTr"""*
°'

some controversy. ' *^««Mon of

thattro?LrruSm^^."^''*""^^«
had at least some beSor.^/ *™'
ment of our jury s^tem

° " '^'^*"**P-

the present a^e £?• 'r ""J"^ " '"

Partofthebu?L£ 'th
•^*"™ "'*«*

ders and tended" ^ran;^:'??'-
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a factor worth gauging. Like the judge-
maker, he wields an arm of magic silent

potency. The men whose voice makes a
judge ought liot to covet the latter 's office

or power: the popular will brings forth
the jury. How a juror is chosen for the
panel is as well known as the procese of

judge-making. Prudent counsel and wise
citizens mark well the course of such vital

events. Jury-makers are conceived and
bom of the two olitical parties, by turns,

for fair play. le jury system is dearly
prized and jea ounly guarded by the popu-
lace of the law di crict. This is wise.

Be such a citizen then that you have a
potential share in making jury as well as

judge: it's the beginning of political wis-

dom : it opens to every worthy citizen who
makes good in life to exert at least some
salutary influence in this respect. To do
so is not only a right but a duty. For the

jury is in plain words the county's judge
of the facts : the county tries the facts

through its representatives, the jurors.
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th!n /k ? ^*'"" ""^ P*"^""! knowledge

tZlt'^rJ'''"''' '^^l^^'ted that du%'to twelve of their worthy residents whoZthe same way decided the facts on «? ^

iz ^r^^:
''""'^'^•^^^ S Snd :;

with Us decisions: on the contrary 8u,.hwas the smn total as a basis for*£ S?
tf "o,rdr;st^—£-jj:

SiX7eSr?tr^^^^^^^^J uoicialJy decided the facts in issue.

evpr lii T '* **<''^ "'at the juror

the tnaTstS *'!.'''" *''«*"«* '» -•>

S

thp I^kV "^ """^ "^^^ >« ia touch withthe habits, customs, trades and sportlofthe district and is thp h^H„- ,is me better
Juior when he
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knowB intimately from childhood those
local affairs, a familiar knowledge of
which is so essential to the intelligent trial
of the various characteristic causes of the
particular law district. In reference to
the advantage of the jurors who try the
facts being neighbors, while primitive
conditions would have^it so, there is much
reason and benefit in our modem system
which keeps it so.

The suitor has, in the jury system, a
bulwark of fair play; and this largely
because the juror tries the case as a peer,
as a neighbor and feUow-citizen of the
law district.

The litigant and his counsel find the
juror, thus local, a rare prize second per-
haps only to a just cause. This is not im-
plying anything against the integrity and
fitness of the juror, but rather inviting
attention to the fact that both suitor and
his counsel know each juror's character-
istics better perhaps than even their own.
Every Tom, Dick and Harry on the panel

i&jm^r_
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SS^ *
^"^''^*^ *•« '"^™c er and

t«ok, hi8 fads, prejudices, frailties vre-ferences are all on the surface.
^

salf^7 t!^""'
*^' "P«° systematic

Of judgeships at so much a seat. Our

gold. Moreover our jurors are the price-less bone and sinew of the country Eup the moral and mental standard ofScounty from whose fold the juror <lt

•staSLT^^™ ^""^ 'y«t«'° --ests onstotutes and moreover is safely installedby he vigjiance and jealous Le of the

Zfl'l '/^"'^' ^^* 't '« absorbing toanalyze and compare the customs and

emanrdth""
'""''''''^••^ ^-- -"^"h

rZ rl '"'«P'-»kaWy great bulwarkof our hbemes, onr lives and properties.

!l

m/ >i.\ ;i>k.1 ^.aaif
'
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And whUe every citizen, and especiaUy
every litigant, should highly appreciate
the boon of the jury system, the juror him-
self must surely esteem it not only a privi-
lege but an honor to exercise as he may his
best faculties in harmony with the judge
that the truth may be reached and justice
under the law may be meted out through
a mode of trial in whrch the juror is in a
sense another^judge. The privilege is so
clear and the interest of the public so vital
that the Judicature Commission incorpor-
ated in its report a special recommenda-
tion that laws exempting the juror from
acting as such should be " limited to per-
sons whose avocations render them unde-
sirable as jurors, or whose duties are of
such a character, and would be so far
interrupted by their service on juries, as
to occasion practical detriment to the
public."

A system such as this, as has been well
said, clothes every eligible citizen with
a kind of magisterial office, makes all feel
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that they have duties to fulfil toward

gTv^lTtT ^"^^ ""'^ « P'"^^^"*?overiiinent, forces men to occunv ih^^

affairs, and thus combats that individu^^Wshness, which is, as it were, the rSthe community.

"

>
"'e i "si ot

It is undoubtedly true that the system

part or;?* It''
°' *•>« P-P5eS a

juoge, spreads among all classes a whole-some respect for the decisions of thetw '-

Of nuuiliness and viSt^aflX"""
The functions exercised by the lurv arp

SrThl^ *"' X
""""^^^y- The facts

h" rtd^Je rSinfth""^ *''^'''T
"^^* *"«xiu uecermme the case to that PTf/»nf

subject of course to the law as laTd do^*
.trJ

^"'^^^ "''•* ^"^^ *o the limits ofSevidence which the court admits as proper
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for consideration. And no jury can safely
or properly, generaUy speaking, exercise
its functions as such, unless under the
guidance and direction of the judge as to
the law and the evidence.

To try the issues of fact between the
parties without fear or favor is clearly
the duty of every juryr

The jurors first of all must have been
duly selected as eligible for a place on the
jury panel ordinarily for the term of
court at which the trial is to take place.

Again each juror before the opening of
the trial proper must be found to be elig-
ible to hear and determine the facts of
the particular case in question.

The care of the patriot has been and is
clearly to define the dividing line between
the province of the judge and that of the
jury. While it is unwise to shake the in-
dependence of the judge in pronouncing
the law and in enforcing the rules laid
down and even in emergencies framing
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new niles; on the other hand it is clear
that the value and effect of the evidence
admitted by the judge are for the jury to
deternune, it properly decides what credit
belongs to a witness, it balances up and

S*' "V^'V'^"
''•**'° conflicting proba-

bilities. Fairly considered it is gr^tifv-
ing to find how seldom relatively judges
overstep the mark and how frankly thev
concede that to the jury belong the facts
on the evidence and law of the case. Dis-
appointed suitors perhaps too often criti-
cize and complain about the bars between
judge and jurors being ruthlessly torndown by the judge. Defeat in a causemakes the loser rather critical. Yet all
«tid and done, the jury pretty generally
lets the judge alone while he directs upon
and enforces the law and the rules, and
the judge pretty generally lets the iurv
alone while it weighs and adjusts the
probabilities on the evidence let in bv the
court. J " ^

The jurors are, in assessing damages
and compensation, generally clothed with
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a quasi-judicial power. In like manner
they are in effect exercising judicial
power m finding a defendant ^' guilty ''

or - not guilty - of an alleged offence.

Again the general verdict in damage
actions may in some circumstances touch
the line dividing the provinces of judge
and jury and much controversy in appeal
arises as to the jury^s scope in this re-
spect. When the jury is too strictly tied
down to answering special questions sub-
mitted by the judge, there without doubt
IS great danger of staying the fair fear-
less and independent trial of the facts by
the jury. This danger has been the theme
of counsel on appeal so often that the very
light and logic thus brought to bear on
the nghts and duties of jurors have done
much to preserve the jury system in its
independence.

Without this system every man could
not have his due nor be protected in life
and property: with the system there is
too often miscarriage of justice. It is
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however, clear as noon-day that the great-
est protection of our liberty is in the right
of trial by jury. It is equally clear that
the people highly cherish and shall for-
ever defend this great bulwark against
oppression.

.
Again the jury must be advised by

counsel for plaintiff or prosecution of the
nature of the issue of fact to be submitted.

Again it must hear the evidence of the
party on whom the burden of proof rests.

Again it must hear the nature of the
defence.

Again it must hear the evidence in sup-
port of the defence.

The summing up hy counsel on either
•side IS for the jury also.

The judge 's charge, as to the law in the
case and as to the precise issues of fact
and what evidence he admits, is vitallv
important for the jury's consideration,
constituting as it does a comer-stone for
the verdict itself.
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.

After all this the jury retires to the
jury-room and upon due deliberation
finds Its verdict, being its opinion on the
questions of fact in the judicial proceed-

The common law rights and customs,
the established practice, and the modem
statutes, upon whose .composite founda-
tion the jury system is builded, open an
engrossmg field of interest to those who
would know why all good men and true
as a umt stand for trial by jury Tl-
system may have its defects yet so long
as liberty lives the jury will stand.



CHAPTER 5.

The COUNSEL: theib duties.

Counsel with brief arises of course
from client seeking advice or committing
his cause to counsel's management
whether in prosecuting the claim or de-
fending the suit. Simply this: counsel
(since honorarium days) contracts to
perform certain professional duties for
the client. This counsel learned in the law
undertakes then to argue the client's case
in court, as popularly put. His functions
are but baldly stated unless we covermany duties beyond the bare argument.

Besides brief of facts and brief of law
It IS the part of the prudent counsel tomake brief of rules. It is said rules of
practice win more cases, defeat, or non-
suit, or strike out, more actions, than does
substantive law or evidence. Most waver-
ing lawyers faU by the wayside on rules.
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sect, master, each rule to be invoked fnror against his client. /* he win penetlmth microscopic keenness, Jowitl
master. It eometh without warning totrip counsel and his cause. It™deed
u es ?:: "' *'' •""*• ^*- -"hout

They arefh
'°^'"' ™*''*'"* * S-'^^'^or.

andUh 7'" '''^™^ *° '^t verdictsand ready judgments. Divorce the r„l«the law deserts.
"''*'

The counsel goes to court in deadlvearnest: to win. He adopts every devkeuses every talent, fires every enghie tohonorably gain his goal. ChSter
genius, work, are the gateway to success.'

Counsel is the sphinx entrusted withthe client's secrets. Their safekeeping -^not his least-important task. TheWsic race may depend on this.

The wise counsel advises the court ofany statutes, decisions or rules on whichms case may hinge.
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The lawyer's functions are indeed var-
ied He cannot be said to execute them
If his chent fail owing to any omission
ot duty on the counsel's part. The con-
tract IS to win the case if honest workand reasonable skill ought to carry suc-
cess: any result short of success in such

door
'' ^"^^ *" ^ ^^'^ ** ^^ <'**"°««''«

Perhaps the most trying part of coun-
sel s duty is to draw or otherwise assure
himself of a good and sufficient pleading.
This IS not necessarily on all fours with
other pleadings in similar cases: there
are as one well knows, reasons to give
distinctive and personal touches to our
particular case. The essential points must
find a haven within the safe pleading, yet
there may be good grounds for emphasis
that cannot be found in any model and
the genius of counsel takes care of this.

The opening of a case by counsel maymake or kill. Nothing is harder to uproot
ic.i.—

e
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han a g„„d or a bad impression plantedin the judge's or juror's mind by the
"Penmg. The birdseye view afforded by

Short of a slavish synopsis even, of what
follows. Infinite tact is needed ZeSome cases have features standing forbut one apologetic allusion to those fea-
tures; to repeat suchis far from wisdom.

A good opening then is a fair start onthe road to success.

Again, the examination of witnesses is

when the gist of every piece of evidence

whaTh
^''^ i° counsel's mind as he drawswhat he needs from the witness. Farfrom tremulously awaiting the witness-

answers, he should in the main know what
IS to come. This does not mean he shouldhave tampered with the witness in ad-
vance. It is on clear principles of lode

wha knowledge the witness is possessedand m advance also to know, assuming a
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frank and honest witness, precisely the
purport of each material point to be cov-
ered by such testimony.

It has been well said that the thriving
lawyer never suborns a witness, never
calls for false testimony, never slights the
sanctity of an oath. To belittle its sanc-
tions IS to quarrel with a potent weapon
of the law and to incur the penalty of pro-
fessional outlawry from the right-think-
mg judge and jury without whose social
touch all is lost.

Counsel must enlist his client in the
cause of truth and justice. For the wise
litigant upholds his lawyer by setting a
pace for truth. His poise should inspire
counsel: his every utterance, every state-
ment of his witnesses should be true. This
IS the goal and the only aim leading to
success for the trial lawyer. A lawyer
of integrity wins his suit against the
lower type: the successful lawyer cannot
afford to suborn witnesses in any case
however shaky. His own future is at
stake.
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medium of the kTwhli\"'"*' '^^ «

cate. Such an advocate bears in mind tWthe modern lawsuit stands or faUs on ?£laws as already enaofp<i LV *®

on judge-miriaws
'"'^^^^P^^'^gl^ less

he^uUrSTeVw^r^ -^<'^

case cam^ot be ll 1^^„
his particular

"-

°® ^^en too great emphasis.
Although justice, preced^nf .->

statute, rule all on„^t
P*^®^*^®"*' reason,

' *' *"' ««"nt much in the stormy
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Vicissitudes of the trial, yet the counselwho would win must never neglect in ad
vanee to brief the /«. he woufd hi" itcourt to app y to hi. case. The conductof the tnal is lame indeed, erratic and
vacillating, unless counsel is clear as a
bell on his law. This means, not that the

totV '" ".^''" '"'"'"°'' •" «««h lawyer
to know and to present his law on his owntheory of the case. This is done in spiteof diversity of opinion between court andcounsel on tL^ law. Yet without slighting
the judge or unseemly contention against
his interpretation of the law.

th^^r""^
^^^''.' '* '' e'e-^entary ethics

that the ermine is first in the court ofwhich counsel is an of^cer. Don't spatter
the ermine. If pelted with mud cleanse
It. If aspersed succor it, always defend
It as our bulwark.

The law you want the bench to applv

i»uty and interest dictate this. If it be
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SecJd h '^: '''^^' ^ unconsciously
affected by the medium enunciating the

and IT"^''^ painstaking obse^ItJ^and analysis are a convenient airJ ^rZmy well lead the court th^o^SthetTes

wgic ot your theory. Get the tribunalwxde awake to your faith, absorbiLT'i

liaf^r";"'^^^^ «•- 'h the

we':T.^^ss*tv^^^'?^^*^!.*^-
I, / s^^sP on the law and th^Aeory of your own case with which you

To hi^-f'-^"'^^*^'
''y^ 1^^ a sp^ll10 him It IS a new chapter; to you aspecia work upon which you have beenpounding untiringly, a supreme eJoSwith heavy loss or dazzling gain atS^

The judge wants your theory vour

^leay yet nlainly, what it's all aboutwhy you're m court Take him into yourcoi^dence. Inspire him in yo^r Cfmodest mien with the conscioureLThal
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he naturally knows less about your case
than you know. Bear in mind that, as lifew mortal and court costs so much aminute tmie is precious for court machin-
ery and concise directness is golden.

Prove first last and always with gentle
insistence that you understand that case
of 3^o«r* (just as you know your own

A judge having learned your theory
and law, expects the balance by way of
evidence. Let him secret the whole castof characters, friend and foe, booster and
cntie, see) that you anticipate every rule
as it serenely bobs up at the trial.

A wily counsel who won a heavy per-
centage of his cases, alone and unaided
at the tnal, is quoted as advising a
brother advocate thus: " You have gen-
erally speaking no more need for asso-
ciate counsel than a dog has for a second
tail: associate counsel too often prevents
easy action on your part, the clashing and
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jarring associate counsel vainly essav
^g with you to present the onfsiTSthe one case for the one-client in hamonyof theory, practice, evidence. If theassociate must advocate, your client'scause, step out yourself- i#,
staunch and fit retC^ /*'" "'"''

your gio., offrntn:Sir
Whytte'"

"""^ "" ^° assistanlXn

Rules of practice must be right on topat your tongue-tip. Be ready. It^ffito no purpose to find the rule tom^lwNow or never. You catch the ball on Z"fly and send it home.
"" on tiie

The top-heavy law-lore man cuts asorry figure by rushing into ?he tSalarena without his key to fuccess, he
^'

They are the vital trial-tools. WriteXmout m longhand, learn them byW r^
solve them int. their element^'^^tMhem
permeate your mental beinJTyot^
traimng den, apply each rfle te eve^
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case, so that none may surprise you into
chagnn or defeat.

Remember the crown of success is not
to the sleepy. A reserve of argument at
tnal never counts: nail your point where
It belongs in the thick of the forensic
battlefield, not next day.

As the successful lawyer desires an
upnght and strong bench, he well knows
that the judicial weakness which may winhun a bad case today may lose him a good
one tomorrow. Errors at the trial may
upset your plans for success: the courtmay depreciate you and your cause. So
If you fight uphiU because the bench mis-
construes and resists, don't lose heart.
J<ord the stream. Bear in mind : truth is
mighty and will prevail. And ever too
that the extraction of the truth is the pur-
pose of the trial drama.

If you see errors, make your record for
appeal: your victoiy there will be the
sweeter.
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ca2'°cii '"T' '' *"^*^= *^ your

face turbulence lower .o^S^'ti?";

Remember strife begets strife. Don't

«

Bench and ^.it. ma^ ^ui.^ • ..

accept peace wSout honot Tf^"'"^''

;S *" .«"* ^enignjfLc?* Ttu'e"which makes the whole world kin.

rchtrSritLr^^tv:^^^^
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yourself may be partly in the wrong.
Fight as the light is given you.

Let the lawyer who chafes under court
rules and court resistance indulge a little
wholesome introspection. Perhaps the
advocate may see two sides to the^shield.
An advocate's responsibiHty to keep his

client m his place is a strict duty : he will
Hud no better means to that end than his
own consistent respect to the court and
constant conformity to court rules. This
never, however, impUes the vulgarity of
cnnging or truckling: no monetary goal
can buy the counsel 's self-respect.

It is well to contrast the duties of coun-
sel m the modem lawsuit with those de-
volvmg upon him a century or even fifty
years ago. It is not so long since the right
of counsel to appear was very strictly lim-
ited. The law reports are weU stocked
with cases in which the litigant begged in
vain to be represented by counsel.

The counsePs duties in a less liberal age
were so circumscribed by cast-iron rules

I
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e- lawyer in his co„duro?htSr"'-

tinctl/ different w^^ ^ '*'^*'' <Ji«-

-Bt'andTrlit'tlrSi ^^"^-

modem advoeafa. a= ^ J
"**"" ""»'

apeciaii, Cdtd u;r£ r" "^'^

t^em thante^'jXSSe^--'

cTrSa^re^H""'^^'^^^^^^^

logiS •
'*''"' *"*»"« «^*«t. ^''d more
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Keeps his client out of court whenever
consistent with that client's best intJreJteThe great majority of disputes a^e^Syand honorably and economicairSd
without issuing writs at all.

''^"^ "^"^^^

The sanctions of folk-lore and folk-conscience suffice to bring angi^ con^ants to wise compromises under the euid-

^1 1 ""f-^^^ legal advisers^^e
Fatherhood of God and brotherhood of

^otty 'contendsS tn^X^
to amicable compromises. CounSi whobnng about such results, without UfaW

S^;rr ""'T
^^ "'«° »">* also com-petent and popular legal advisers.

The client who (through a skilful legal

Claim, restores his property or reouta

lie thanks his lawyer twice: first for win-ning and again for keeping him clZ.
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The big fees are paid for skilful clean

Hn?l^^ T" ^^ "P *» * ^"r hear-

tiv«. o 7^ ^ ^^^'ed goal'is the effec-tave settlement without the delay a^rJparade of trial. ^ ""**

ye?8 fi^^-f
\' '"""^"^^ ^ ^«' the law-

s;;£?ShrH?u;ruSe?r
tion, when suit is essential ,«TT t?^



CHAPTEB 6.

The PAKTffiS: THEIB WOHTS.

eoL'JJr*
""^^""^ ^^ '"^^'-'^ «d^ice or

t?e7to I«i ^"* ^'' "^^^^ ^^^<^^ par-ties to lawsuits m most cases are proverb-

tHey know in a general way that they areapproaching the fountain of justice TW
feel as a rule that a wrong is to be mdressed a right to be established. i^dS:pute at law to be determined. Beyoadthese elementary concepts eyen ttf
Jrewdest business or professiSmSd
inmost cases fails to penetrate.

'Hie substantiye law goyeming the liti-gant;s case is too often a seald bo^to his mmd. Blackstone's sound ad

e^Vml:f7"*''^'P-P«^'-devery man of busmess and every man ofliberal education should be fo?r?ygromided in the rudiments of the laws of
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i7rM,A
"" ""'' *^"* ^''"Id not hear.For todaj a8 in the tedious past the num-

ilt iT""'^
""• '""^^^^ ^ho are stu-dents at law are limited practicaUy toZprofession of the law.

J' "» me

The litigant stands or faUs on the com-

I ^fr* "^ substantive and adieSvelaw. Although the right he wishes to e^
that predicated by substantive law, he canget nowhere unless his advocate ap«yforces the adjective law by way ofS

irtIfr'* ^ *'"" '"^ substantive as

steeped in the law adjective.

exS'n!!?*"* T^ "" "^y "0* possess«act notions as to the laws of his coun-
try, but It IS safe to assume his bUssful
Ignorance of the rules of practice.
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The modern lawsuit is plain sailino.
contrasted with the ancient aXn S aw

surdity in some respects of the ancient
lawsuit or equity suit are staggering b^yond belief to the average lRnan\„d

JSnSi """^ " ^"'^'' "' '^" *'^«°«««'

A single century back, the litigant was

TZn^ ^*^ *^" ^'•««* 'ountatas oJ

cofr' 1.^ r"^"" ^"^ ""•^ the equity
courts, which instead of working to acommon end by common means were pro-
verbially jealous and antagonistic inter

.Il^^V^^^'''^ '° ^»«y ^0^ more
emphatically heralded than that although
the litigant was right at law he was allwrong in equity. Why or how this wt
re«>lved by the profound equity courtwas ever a mystery beyond the poor re-

^iS '*',f°*'l^^'"
^'^'^ *">*»> to tell no^seldom above his lawyer's perception;

HX.--7
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bench .
^"'^ ^•"- *^' -^""non l«wbench; and now and then not very wellsupported by the court of equityS,!

littTi'!.!!''!^
'" ^^^ "' »•'' '"e^ mightyhttle about forms of action, although theywere thick as leaves in Vallombrosa

: hewas hopelessly ignorant of the precise

essential to an orthodox bill in chancerv-

e:se'rin?'°'"'^''^"*-^«"-^«

Se2:;rEShet^^^ - ^"-^'

in th? f floundering suitors of earlyin the nineteenth century that we nltur

Changes in the substantive law or to anovert™g and sweeping reform iX"

^a!rf"-'if"°1 ^ ''^°'^<1 that the liti-gant s fights under the substantive are

IS
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orfs£nY'"''1' ^^"* ^ ^««'
» shilling

01 a sheep 18 no longer a capital offencewhile an honest debtor can no longer'merely for his insolvency be deprived ofh« personal liberty for his naturHllfe
yet the gist o: the diametrical change of

The old system was to mvstifv th«
honest litigant and keep the Zl^% ttelaw above his understanding. The ^ewsystem, evolving from the gi^at law .^Lmissions of 1829, 1831, and 185 , ald^S:

ITml " 'i^P'T'^
I^- ProeedmeAct 1852, and the Judicature Act 1873«.t out much of the delay and cost and'i^d'tape and muddiness of the old English

ot law and equity which common senseand common justice demanded. Too ?h^old verbose forms of action, in all theirgro esque bsurdity, were blotted olt Jo"

dW '^«^«ge of today, concise and
direct, was admitted, while the bombasSc
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fictions and senseless verbiage of antiqmty were banished forever.

after i"ES !'' !f«^"* ^''•' ^^''eed^alter a fair trial robbed of his iudement

fie IS nght at law but wrong in equity.

^^^tlZ^Z
•*""' *^' P*««°t litigant

sSphT "^"" ^*^ judgment re-strained by a^ equity decree because hPsought justice in the wrong eourtrom.

«peXT:ioLtek?r* ^^"^"^^^

or af „o ji
™** ^^ proper courtor at needless expense and traveL reach

It. Although right here is to be noted ansing public sentiment to confine „7„e<^asjell as Mai processes withiT a^"^^'^ratos of every litigant's home and bul

His rights now generally speaking arewith tolerable clearness and breXVre«^nbed by statute; thus being dZed ^t

Less and less now depends on the judg^'
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made law: more and more on the statute-
made law.

Entering the forensic arena by the
wrong gate is no longer fatal to his cause

;

he may suffer a rational fine, but he is not
thrown out of court for the misst^ep.

The Judicature Act enables the average
counsel to launch his client safely: the
pleading is in ordinary everyday lan-
guage; the supertechnical form of action
IS gone as a discarded reUc of barbarism.
The rights of the litigant depend much

on the substantive law but more on the
adjective law.

-Hie honest and the innocent meet less
techmcality and law costs less.

No longer is the suitor's prize-fighting
capacity of any weight at the trial; no
longer do his rights hinge on whether his
body floats or sinks in the adjacent pond-
no longer does it matter whether he can
endure the rack or suffer the fire with-
out a quiver. All these rude tests of his
rights ara of the past.
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^3 for hearing anlite^Zn '""'

either side Thf^?? ^ witnesses on

«ons he wms S^lS^"* """^ ^'"^^ P^^-

testify in ttitStCltTh '"""'^
too obvious a rigbttlZ2:J^ ^«™«
only of verv rmS^ ^™ '*• ^^t it is

turyagof ThetJie'rntC'tr^''-
ticulariy the modem Ju^ 1 ^ P**"'

mueh to reflect fh!r xm^°°*' "^'^els

parties to a laws„i5
* ""^"^ "'"^""^ the

their ow^ Ltrsnr.'"'* *** *''^^y ^
Wives were'eSudel ' ^^^^^^ ^'
*>ox. The affpv, c,...r\

*^® witness-
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many thousands of suitors lost their pro-
perty and lives by such a rule, it is per-
haps Idle to speculate today. How morals
change with the times is well illustrated
when we today review the frantic efforts
of part c^ the bench and bar, a few de-
cades ago, to perpetuate the rule of exclu-
sion m question. The downfall of the
honest administration of justice was in
sight to those obstructors of any such re-
form. Where can one now find a judge or
lawyer who would venture to exclude the
parties as witnesses in their own cause ?

The litigant can have the testimonv of
Jew or Gentile today. The right is so
natural and reasonable that we marvel at
the large number of honest witnesses
whose evidence could not be had, unless
they took oath in a cast-iron form con-
trapr to their religious scruples. Now all
such witnesses are available under rea-
sonable sanctions without violating their
honest scruples.

The suitor knowing his rights and
duties, knowing their basis to be the rules
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Of conduct fixed as laws i, ^. i

eerned to know wblti7^L "f^^^
*°°-

law which is I „"!i' ^^: machinery of

penalties. « is^fSbtfTprtSr"'^

That Sforc^tnt !f .
^ enforcement,

great cost noTde a.T ""' '°*^" *»»

filiation Z/ll ''''^ "»'• ^u-

Wotheir1;ftSKiSr"^^'^
red tape and dffici^dom a,f ^^"''^

or economize time
^''^^ *'"'*^

»>ember of^L ,'^°* '^ » "«eful

of -nduc/^d t^h,tS L^
'^" ^'^

everyday life tL T^a^
* *" ^''^«™ ^s

rules of conductlas ^h"'' "' P^'^^*'
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i

living thing that moveth upon the earth "

StU^nl*' - on^na^aSoTuie

Z^Zt J^
'^""^ *°*'y«^« ^^^ he seeks

T^^LT"" :5

"*'^^'^^- The status

fwing that of unbounded independenop
the burden of proof is of courseTonSwho seeks to disturb a neighbor °nh^
presun^ed independence. SoL socS,t
rSlr'**^ ""r "^^ ««»>tractmustbe proved, some rules of conduct must be

as to U, H? '
'""'^ * "**«'•»«'•' ^h«thefas to ius life or property.

True, the state proclaims the laws gov-erning our relationship to each other.^t

l%tncS.-'"-^ --•"--*-

The party to a legal dispute then is

cEn f '"""f
^ *»•« «-* place as a gl?citizen to employ reasonable means witha view to amicable adjustment ofThe

d
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honesty guidin//^ ,,
^*'°*'^ *°d

The administration of iustiVp h^ ^^.

™g and determination of the »•«.,„«
disputes and differences aZiZ ^ITamo^g men of business. SuXSer'S

main adjusted T/ ^"^ *"* ^ t*"*

Wisdom ai7uS',;;J
J?^„--i'ierab,e
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.n.^^^^T' '"'"^"S '«i'ed to agree thecourt IS the last resort and when thenar

?£rse "'
"""'** ^''^ "'-r «*««-

aeftned by the law substantive iust «« ti,!
remedies and penalties are apSj and"nposed under the rules of proSre.

Sdlf/r*^^' ^"^S '•"^J' the claimand the defence, are entitled to take partm the most nearly nerfp^t «ioK.rT ^
to mankind Thftri«i ^

^*^ ^'''^

brin<«r^ "*• **' « «««se at law

P^utor t^ rr"'"* ^"^ « P^«i-«ff or

Shfn :^^A^^ * ^^^^^'^ •'"dicial mind

swl^ ^'* ^"''' coterminous with the

Z^eir"Saf?? ,''^ *^« P^^-'Wives, mat judicial mind, ideallv

"e sSrf^T^^ - rea4 h?dsthe scales fairly between the contending
^rties, sees that the issue is deflnSfstated, sees that the evidence is proper^
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f?i**f' T^ *^* ^^^ ^toeases are
tairly heard, sees that the arguments ofjou.^1 are withiB. decent boVLi
that the general rules of procedure are
impar^iaUy applied and of course sees

w *^* "«^*« «"«ged are based on theaws of the country. In other words the
judicial, conscience bears the responsibil-
ity, and It may b^said generally performs
the duty, of defining the rights of the
parties and of applying the proper reme-
dies and of unposing the proper penaltiesm respect of whatever wrongs may havebeen suffered.

"«y nave

fiJ^* 1:^^^^ **' **•* P*'**^ "re best de-
fined where tne court simplifies as the
trained and logical mind best can sim-
plify them: the remedies are best appUedwhere the court applies them witt the
least practicable cost or delay or worry
or humiliation to the suitor.

^
fj,frV*"^ ?*' ** "Sht to bring out
the truth which is reaUy the prime pur-
pose of the trial. It foUows that Lh
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party is bound to speak only the truth
and has the right to the truth from his
opponent.

The modem lawsuit entitles each party
to call practically everybody who knows
the truth about the dispute.

The judicial mind today wisely makes
the procedure of the court as plain and
simple and free from legal fictions and
technicalities as practicable. An honest
litigant of average intelligence finds his
path less tortuous under the civilized pro-
cedure of the present age, shorn of trial
by battle or ordeal or fire and water,
shorn, too, of monstrous legal fictions and
cruel technicalities. The careless suitor
is punished for his slips but not robbed
of his rights where he comes in the wrong
door.

In short, law and its administration are
commendably aiming to keep pace with
the advances in other sciences and arts.
Certainty is the goal.
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An honest debtor is no lonirer imnrio.

^sZ. ""^^^-"^^ --«2- -^

or less whe^ Ta? o^ffj'l" "T^"^ "^^

were eaoit^ ^m" f ^° ^'^*^''«*^ <"^e8

r* « iiT^ companies were unknown
(0 a debtor was imprisonablei^^inal for debt fa't +»;-, ,

*'"™""i ueoi ^g; the Weak werp of *i„.

lormity meant penalties (j) much Z

^g me suitors and jeering at their efforts
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and censuring juries which honestly did
their duty (1) the counsel sometimes bul-
lied the witnesses and perverted what
they said (m) th: eliciting of the truth
was not always the main aim of court and
counsel (n) there was no omnipresent
press exerting its potent influence (o) de-
lay and cost and worry and ridicule crip-
pled many an honest suitor (p) legal
fictions and cruel technicalities sometimes
took the place of substantial justice.



CHAPTER 7.

The witne88e«: their influence.

Given an issue duly fixeH hv fi,^ *.i j

;L nZ^^'"^^^^ *»•« -'tnesaes are

"ru.ree^raivr *^^

from the witnesses. It goes without say-

StS f "it^"'"f
*« <>f witnesses shall betouted to the subject-matter of the caurThe judge has that responsibility Wutout h,s sanction no evidence is generXspeaking admissible.

generally
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The witnesses, subject to the foregoing,
have a potent influence at the trial. Their
testimony is to bring out the truth and
the more conflicting that testimony the
more exciting becomes the great drama
in which human life and personal liberty
and rights of property may be involved.
The influence of the witness is so great
that stern sanctions are imposed by the
law to compel the truth.

Where a capital case hinges upon " yes '

'

or ** no '» from a witness, it is clear his
influence in the result is supreme, and per-
jury in such a case is properly restrained
by supreme penalties. Where the witness
sees his own or his friend's last doUar
hinging on " yes »' or " no,'' the tempta-
tion to hide the truth may arise and, with-
out perjury pains and penalties, truth
might not prevail. Indeed this risk, in
olden days, so appaUed the law-maker
and the court that interest in the result
excluded the very witnesses who best
knew the facts of the case.

MX.--8
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the part.es to a lawsuit may safely beheard under oath and that neither tb^parties themselves nor their relatives1^«ely or justly be excluded from the wit-

their testimony may at times appear.
And just as the classes of comnetent

dlr ; ^^^ '*"™ *yP«« of real evi-dence whose silent potency overwhelms
are ^Iso multiplied with m^arveC f^!

Finger-mark evidence, thanks to mod-

part. In view of recent developments in^^ourts along these lines, the'folSng

iZettT""''
Puddinhead Wilson is of

"If the court please: Every humanbeing carries with him from his craS toh^ grave certain physical marks which

whirl'^r^^
'''''' ''^^'•*«ter and bywhich he always can be identified, and thit
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Without shade of do bt or qu-.ition. These
marks are his signava.-*., his physiological
autograph so to speak, and this autograph
cannot be counterfeited, nor can he dis-
guise it or hide it away, nor can it become
legible by wear and mutations oftime
This signature is not his face, age can
change that beyond recognition; it is not
his hair, for that falls out; it is not his
height, for duplicates of that exist;
whereas this signature is each man's very
own. There is no duplicate of it among
^e swarming populations of the globe
This autograph consists of the delicate*
lines or corrugations with which nature
marks the inside of the hands and the
soles of the feet."

Finger-marks then are incontestable,
mfalkble. As real evidence they c^re irre-
buttable, all-potent The human heart, an
incision of which results in death, is a
thrilling and convincing exhibit. Yet
even such a piece of real evidence ranks
second to the never-erring finger-prints

'

as known to the modem law suit.
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In considering trial witnesses and their

^r^l '* '^""'* ^ •*«'^«d that ce^^real evidence is more convincing, therSfore more potent.

A centuiy ago little practically wasknown of the dictaphone which now taZts sensational place to grind out thlMm the modem lawsuit. As we know™
curious sound-transmitter is so smalT thatthe coat-pocket fcozily carries it. miL ican be secretly installed in a few c7bicmches m any room, it silently Toes iS

S« t r^"*"*'^
'»' *'^i« recording

witness. Such a witness under skilfiJ
operation, is another potent facLr'?^modem awsuit. Its influence can hardlybe overstated: its possibilities in the triS

French philosopher Bergerac away back

Tri« to^rJ""''
*'''"°"^^ h'« "Comic

J"P *" ^y ^"0°' painted in propheticfancy just such curious contrivance as thephonograph. To quote him in part
*^'
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** As I opened the box I found within
somewhat of metal ahnost like our clocks
full of I know not what little springs and
unperceptible engines. It was a book in-
deed but a strange and wonderful book,
that had neither leaves nor letters. In
fine, it was a book made wholly for the
ears and not the eyes. So that when any-
body has a mind to read it, he winds up
the machine with a great many little
springs, and he turns the hands to the
chapter he desires to hear, and straight
from the mouth of man, or a musical in-
strument, proceed aU the distinct and dif-
ferent sounds which the lunar grandees
make use of for expressing their thoughts
instead of language. When I since re-
flected on this miraculous invention I no
longer wondered that the young men of
that country were more knowing at 16 or
18 years old than the gray-beards of our
climate; for knowing how to read as soon
as speak, they are never without lec-
tures, in their chambers, their walks, the
town or travelling. They may have in
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their pockets or at their ffirdlP fMr^ v

quire through; living and dead, who en-tertain you with living voices. TlTpres

penfJs?:SnrtoTaEg:^ ^ '"" ^'

Much then th^t witnesses narrate cansome day soon, be infaUibly toW by Te'movmg picture, the phonograph thT^„taphone. How the talkingLSLfto^aysupplements and improves iitw.„ +1, V^
methods is well iUust^aJeTatTiet
seat of govermnent, where the report™

+1./^ "lacnine; and dictates into it thpthousand words, then turns this into aype-scnpt from the gramophone S Leto the government printer.

cor^!lh;or».^!r
*^* go^enunent re-cords through the moving picturp will k.

handed down to future gfnerZL"^''"
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All this, now familiar as everyday
events, is already exerting its wondrous
influence on the character and accuracy
of court testimony. The witnesses and
their influence cannot intelligently be con-
sidered and discussed without a glance at
those illuminating inventions in their
practical and far-reaching utility.

Those inventions, with proper safe-
guards, are destined to play a prominent
part and to become indispensable factors
in the modem lawsuit. With their aid
that evidence of the truth primarily
sought in the trial of causes can in many
a case be best elicited.

The witnesses in the flesh will continue
to exert great influence, but the checks
and aids to the living testimony must de-
volve with greater frequency from year to
year upon the modern inventions to which
passing reference is here made.

When we test the influence of the wit-
ness, we naturally test his credibility.
Putting to one side the test of the interest
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or under nfhnr. ^ X ^ ^ *^ "^^ issue

case A„l ,
* cnciLmstances of the

" ^^s'^s as pride or modesty. Affair if
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The issue is determined on the weight
of evidence emanating from the witnesses
and however conflicting that evidencemay be it is to point out the truth in each
ease. The veracity of each witness is so
desirable that every feasible means to en-
sure his truthful narration of the facts is
brought to bear upon him. As already in-
timated there are many chances of in-
accuracy of statement even where the wit-
ness IS constitutionally well-meaning and
Honest. He may have a bad memory, hemay have defective powers of observa-
tion he may be incapable of analyzing the
question, he may misunderstand it, he may
give mere hearsay in the mistaken belief
that he personally knows what he asserts.
Agam, he may be so hopelessly biassed
that he perverts the facts on that account,
or he may zealously pervert them from re-
ligious or political or social or family
leaning. Again, he may pervert them
from personal bias due to personal in-
terest.
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t-reep in if the witness, corrupt be snjlorned to commit perjur^. ^ ' ""^

"^rty or reputtion. t iris'thKe
witnesses and their influence are of tL
iawsmt. If a witness refuse to testify

and thereby cause a legal iniurv to »

an?L?\r'^^''^'''^'<'*-Snabi:
resJnlT*-*"..^"""^-

^e is of course
responsible m this respect for giving false

mg the truth or misstating the facts To

Stw *'.' ?«'*^ **' litig-ts thTcourt^:^powered to compel the attendance of

fuUy answer such questions as may be
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The court to this end is vested withsummary jurisdiction to punish as con-
tempt of court any improper refusal of
witnesses to testify.

Further, the offence of perjury is
severely penalized. The offence is often
committed with impunity, because of the
proverbial difSculty of convicting for this
offence. But when found guilty, a witness
IS subject to severe penalty.

It goes without saying that in a case
where a life hinges on the veracity of a
witness, his own life should pay the
penalty for deliberate'y taking that of the
accused by perjury.

And other cases of grave import caU for
the severest penalty when the verdict
hangs upon a witness who deliberately in-
duces a wrong verdict by committing per-
jury. ° -^

The scope of the evidence in a modem
lawsuit contrasts strikingly when we re-
call the long list of exclusions under the
old system.
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h- .( peTjJltT, ^""^^''t that such

SS.W A ^•'^T^g'
°o matter howintimately and exclusively seized of the

ne2"?ar:;"'^'"***^'''^^«'»-^t-

pecunia.7 SeV'iiZ TsTrcf
"

party to the suit (d) the ^iHSb^JJ

f^rS^rsctXhald™
oath in prescribed form.

^

cen1l2^? ?" "^^^' ^^ *he nineteenth

fhr^Y *
''*'' '"^'•^ '«t <i«^. and sincethen the parties are generally theS

witnesses, and all those who^W "Se

^ul'i:/'"^""^ «Peaking^^^e ^sough^and competent and compeLl^

The man accused of a crime was, underthe old system, not a competent ;i^eLon his own behalf: he is competentSS
not compellable today.

^^
Under the old system, the truth wasarrived at, or attempted to be reached^

It. f
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tests Of pugilistic skiU or heroic tests of
physical endurance under the rack or
red-hot iron or other unthinkable torture
or by superstitious tests of floating or
Mnking in adjacent water ponds: today
the test IS mental. The truth is found by
the jury upon the credit of the witnesses

f" ^'^^ «o« coupled with the real evi-
dence aL Mrcumstances of the case.

In view of the foregoing, it is clear that
a great grist of evidence, outside of the
oral statements of witnesses at the trialmay supplement such oral statements!
That gnst has been divided and sub-
divided into many heads and subheads. A
few of the main heads such as (a) judicial
notice (b) presumptions (c) demonstra-
tive evidence, afford a glance of a wide
held not strictly embraced in the oral tes-
timony of ordinary witnesses at the trial.
Ihe effect of oral testimony is often f m-
pered and sometimes entirely frustrated,
by rules of procedure under such heads as
here specified. And while at first blush
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we may deem such rules subversive of
JU8t.ce, we find upon closer obi^tion^d analysis that they are essenSl fo tJSeffective administration of justice

« "^Wle the oral testimony may be un-worthy of credit for one or mow of ttJ.^idental reasons to Which aTu"on h*;

nnT^K f "*''*• **« «^dence aceruiiunder the heads last mentioned is o^Sewhole more likfely to be safe and sZd
Judicial notice is conservatively limitedand can we 1 be accepted in the he^«and determination of issues at law^f

to be founded on good sense and sound

safest possible foundation for conclusionsof both law and facts.
""usions

As long as life has passions there will be^wsuite and as long as witnesses haTin!

but the modem system of taking the e^dence contrasts most favorably^^th tte
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old system with its absurdities and bar-
barism.

The influence of the witnesses is always
a potent factor at the trial, and the higher
the moral tone of the community the
stricter will be found the evidence of the
witness in court.



CHAPTER 8.

The LAW: its application.

It is not difficult for the legal mind to
apply the law to his case, when he has
clear ^ew covering (a) his facts and (b)
his law. And however paradoxical it may
sound counsel must seep himself with all
the facts before he dare apply any law. In
other words, the law and its application
will be considered by the discreet counsel
when (and only when) he has a clear con-
ception of each and every fact material
to the issue. It may be said these facts are
in the breasts of laymen hardly able to
appreciate their force and effect in the
eye of the law. So be it. The first func-
tion of counsel is to extract from the lay-
man all the facts of his case. The lost
lawsuits but rarely go wrong from doubt
as to the law: they are the outcome of
slovenly briefing of the facts.

I!
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The issue is the fundamental quest of

marjc ot the case-winner.

gallon IS
.
How to brief the facts. ' '-

So much emphasis on this function maybe deemed out of place under the captTon

ofTr.n*^^'^*^*'*^-" YettheloS

iuirv i \r•'T^^- A little patifnrnquiiy at the outset gives counsel that

wS.?'""- ««^g turned on the

Ws cW .1!
^^P«*''««« confidence of

the co2 !
**'^'*'**" «««« the issue asthe ^court. to see it on the evidence at

Fnder the old system of jurisprudencethe /.^ was ,ital: the.u^teLS
SrethTh- ™ "' ""'^'P '»«'le or

Sm STe S\'««'-»'*
depended on that

SVj. ^i'.\H?hrew for instance wasunt
J the Victonan era, debarred from h

J
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rights because his form of oath was ir-

regular. Until then the life and property
rights were denied him on the stupid plea
that his form of oath was nonconformist.
And this is only one instance of such in-

justice on cruelly absurd grounds. For
what applies to the Jew has applied in
one fashion or another to practically

every imaginable shade of religious and
political sect Just as often as it chanced to

be down and out. And yet the conscience
of man responded readily enough even in

his day to the following sentiment from
the stern Oliver Cromwell

:

** The state in choosing men to serve it

takes no notice of their opinions; if they
be willing to serve it, that satisfies.''

Still in his age and in every age on
which legal history sheds its light, until

the Victorian age, form supplanted sub-
stance in the law and its application.

Hence the application of the law in
a modem lawsuit is a benediction,

where of old it too often was a curse.
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Gentile, provided his cause be jult

.„fTjf.t:^™*'^
«'«^' lie whose religion

honest s«itnSsSr:rire^
nghts to all with special privileged to

StJ for brS r ''^''^ ^' ^'^' «"te,^dmio for brotherly convenience.
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Ill

While the laws, which at our joint in-

stance and with our joint consent as laid

down by the state, Jare not always so clear

and well-arranged as might be desired,

they are today a satisfactory advance
upon the fast-fading past.

The rules of conduct which govern us
all under the head of laws are, it has been
well said, in tl^eir philosophic analysis but
little more or less than a formal crystalliz-

ing of the sound and safe rules of conduct
established in families and between neigh-

bors in the everyday affairs of life. More-
over the simple rules so established are

the only just and proper rules of conduct
to be applied until the law must, as a last

resort, be invoked. There is neither time
nor occasion nor wisdom in looking up law
or lawyer so long as any hope of adjust-

ment between neighbor and neighbor be
possible or at any rate probable.

The law then is in its plainest aspect,

the rule of conduct prescribed by the

state. It fixes the rights and obligations
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cases by the parties themselves in their

71 ,rf ««"«« «°d fairness of sS
ten r*"- ^^« '«" i« ^ --e out often eases once more, the Fatherhood ofGod and brotherhood of man. Sencemany a man of affairs: " No lawsuulr

setthng h« disputes great and small out

The laws however are needed, and in,,peratively needed, for the conglomerationof disputes and differences arising from(a) nghts invaded (b) wrongs inflicted^

Ste^e^«'t ""/f,^'"
"^''^^ ^^*'«'"t theintervention of the courts. This great^washed class are the cause witC

plainly m well-arranged statutes. All
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laws should be placed in this code, so that
none can be overlooked or disputed. The
fewer omissions from the code, the
greater certainty of equal rights to all and
special privileges to none. For instance
(and this comes home to every good citi-

zen) tax appeals will be rare indeed so
soon as all taxable property is publicly,
uniformly and scientifically assessed at
its full value u*ider clear code provisions.

The legal history of nations has proved
the wisdom and justice of codifying the
laws

; not some of the laws, but all of the
laws.

The laws are applied under rules of
procedure laid down mainly through the
judicial mind. The making of the laws
themselves being the work of the people
by their chosen representatives, the judges
are in turn chosen (directly or indirectly)
by the people for the purpose of applying
those laws. This function calls for the
highest legal and judicial mentality.

MIt i
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The application of the laws hinses on
«> many and so varied rules of practiceand procedure, that only a long couS as
student and practitioner fits the mind forso high a judicial function.

^Il
*"«J'^n'^ection a distinct step for-ward m Ontario is indicated by a 1913

rules of practice and procedure as pre-pared by a specially assigned justice ofthe Supreme Court under the provisionsof the Judicature Act. This Act, now tobe found as Chapter 56 of the 1914 r^
vision, 18 a good index to the 1881 law re-form m Ontario based upon the 1873 lawreform m England. Here we may notJlu chapter 56, a cherished asset in tife rules'of law prescribed by section 16 and fol-lowing sections and in the rules of courtae framing of which is authorized by
section 109 and other sections under which
authority from the law-maker such mat-

Court be "deemed expedient for the
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better attaining the ends of justice and
advancing the remedies of suitors '' can be
carried into effect, and covering as well
certain customs and other statutes.

The judicial mind approaches the trial
of a legal dispute involving the applica-
tion of the law thereto, in theoretical
Ignorance of the wrangle from which such
dispute has arisen.

Touching the high spots in the cause,
the judge first learns the issue as de-
veloped by the pleadings. This issue it is
the pnme function of the judge to dis-
cover. Without a clear-cut issue it is
scarcely to be expected that a clear-cut
contest is on. The substance of the issue
]^^the pivot on which everything turns.
The substance of the claim is on the plain-
tiff, the substance of the defence on the
defendant.

And here again arises the marked con-
trast between the ancient and the modem
lawsuit. The very issue which is the first
care and circumspection of the judge and
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taed at the threshold of the great drama

atai^krofr ""Tf
«

'•^--" ^'

ou^ Stage ot the contest and even affo^

s of «r"'^ '^^ '« -'^-"^ c^s £s of course subject to substantial, as dis

JeSS The oTdT? '^ *'^ '•^'^'^-'^

f>.^ -p

'*^*="«" A lie old system under whioh

£JfraT:rs:r^~^

or^t'Xtn1--XrhetHal

oSn a hf^f ^ *'*''^*'«' «>at it waso«en a hopeless task to fix it at all

Ssfact^Xl?
"°"* """^ "*« ^thout thesatisfactoiy basis upon which to wage anvcontest by way of trial. He migh fl^ea claim m a court of equity when h s

fm«. Today under the established fusion
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of law and equity the way is made clear
and easy.

Having the issue fixed the law will be
applied under flexible and liberal rules of
evidence.

The evidence by way of oral testimony
is really only supplemental however to
much other evidence under various heads
such as (a) judicial notice (b) real evi-
dence (c) presumptions, and so on.

The judge's functions in respect of
those different heads are indeed complex
in the extreme, and without the aid of the
judicial mind no trial can be carried on.
There are numberless conclusions of law
and of fact which must be reached by the
court without the aid of oral testimony,
as any standard work on the law of evi-
dence will show in voluminous detail. The
many laws and facts of which the court
constantly takes judicial notice would fill

volumes every term of court: the same
may be said as to presumptions of law and
of fact. Again, there is constantly in-
jected much of real evidence without
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^ch cases cannot be heard and deter-

The laws of the land cannot of coursebe apphed without the obser^Lr^
those rules of procedure underwS thl

rS Bm? , "TJ
^"'^^^ *^*° ^« necessarilyand properly the great factor in the trial

^wS'ardTh
'^' *^ ""^ ^« <ielegated th

ZS^T ' ^^P*'"^''"^ of applying

nl.!5-
^"^ '^"°°* '^ *PP"«d without suchpleaduigs as may constitute a properS

fortheassu. Nor can it be ajp£S
si , ^^'r*""*"* and observance ofsuch rules of evidence as may limit thatevidence properly to the issue riixt?Nor can it be applied without Zheonelusions of law and of fact as are properi

v

i bJ annTi "^.T
''^ *^^ •'""'^g^- ^or can

bajd on the foregoing conclusions of law
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It IS not the purpose of this treatise to
deal circumstantially with the different
requirements as to (a) pleadings (b) fix-
ing the issue (c) adducing the evidence
(d) summing up the case (e) the judge's

t^^'^^P *^^ ^^'*^'*
(«^) *^« judgment.

All of these are necessarily a beaten path
to the case-winner, and these reflections
are merely passing thoughts upon the law
and its application.

Too often perhaps we carp at the trial
judge, accusing him of dogmatism or
technicality or narrowness of construc-
tion. Yet there must be certain arbitrary
rules in the speed of trial, for the general
good. Many facts as weU as laws must be
judicially noted and go at that; many
facts as well as law must be promptly pre-
sumed and go at that; many conclusions
of law and of fact must be reached without
any oral testimony and go at that.

And while under our liberal modem
system of jurisprudence, many pleadings
may be amended wholesale; yet there are
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many instances whpr^ fi,« i. ,

straightwa/^tofh; waa
"''' " •"-'

tl.e'lHaT^raTi^Si"^^^^^^^ *-«* ^'^^^

««c debate known r^^irl'^rcussion cannot be allnwo^ * ' * ^^^

clear cause of aetfoi I „
*" "P"" ""«' «

face of the pLdt " Un??''"*
"" *•>«

action is cleLly Xed W i'*
"""^ "'

vites the leeJ^lT ^ ^"" ^''<' «-

cannot COJSiTftSr'y *° "'o-e. he

Until he Ss in f ? f
""* "^ <'»"rt.

legal debaS rpe^itr^'''""* "^'<'''

the way U„«?T^^, '
•"* "»•«* clear

code or the Ih f
^ Prescribed in the

cisions if W^ **^ "^ ^^^ standing de-S; rpe^ri^^i^^™'--'
••-t of signiC #o"rVow:."

"""-

nouneedthelaw8uh«,f«„f"
however pro-

tinet the rirtf „f t^ ''*• ^"^^^^r dis-
^ "ght of the suitor, his remedy
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cannot be had w:^hout such adjective law
as will enable the judge to apply the sub-
stantive law to his case. In other words,
a right without a remedy »' is worse

than no right at all.

In code jurisdictions the vastly major
part of a practitioner's time and study
must be devoted to the code of procedure.
This is the code which sets the law in
motion and greases the wheels of the legal
machinery. It is truly the motive power.
Without it the law is never applied.

Hardship or difficulty in applying the
aw IS today met by apt statutes from the
law-maker. The supremacy of the law-
maker goes the length of killing a deci-
sion where it clogs justice.

Victoria's personal suggestion is said to
have met a difficulty of this character and
to have led to the famed McNaughten case
(1843) 4 State Trials N. S. 847 giving at a
single swoop a synopsis of all the law re-
lating to insanity in criminal cases. What
a law commission then did is today done
by statute.



CHAPTER 9:

Ths rules, their potency

the lawYv f
"^^"'^''le the application of

perfection. " P***"* ''^^^^ to

-" "PPO-.I
." i..vrt\ts'".s'<,s
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place except in the silent breast of the
judicial functionary, who unlocked at will

or even by mere caprice. In other words
rules to further substantial justice, to cut
out absurd technicalities, to bury beyond
resurrection senseless legal fictions, have
in this age of modern science and inven-
tion been evolved in code procedure for
the benefit and humane treatment of
suitors who ror generations suffered
wrongs without remedy, bearing the
heavy burden simply because the law re-

former either kept his silence or was sup-
pressed if he hinted at a revolution in the
venerable procedure to which so many
grave scholars had so stupidly bent the
knee.

It was the Victorian era which brought
the reformation in the practice of the
laws of England which earlier practi-

tioners had failed to effect. An official

acknowledgment of such law reform is

succinctly inscribed in the Canada Su-
preme Court Reports volume 31 as al-

ready quoted in chapter 1 of this treatise.
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The rules of law their pronouncement
and application are, as has been said, a
highly important function of the judgeHw discretion in this respect is wide
When his convenience and the justice of
the case clash, the latter has the right of
way; yet the Uberal powers vested in the
court in enforcing rules are wisely left
there.

The potency of the rules must be con-
sidered in connection with their primary
aim, namely, the application of the law.

The law cannot of course be applied
however clear and emphatic the rights are
defined, nor can the governing rules be in-
voked, unless the suitor finds his law of
procedure to fit the case. It was precisely
the difficulty of finding such law of pro-
cedure (or perhaps often strictly speak-
ing the absence of such law) that defeated
countless just claims under the old sys-
tem. Prior to the Victorian era, there
was indeed sad need of full code of pro-
cedure and there then was a correlative
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dearth of r 3inedie8 for wrongs. The con-
fusion of the law and the equity caUed
iQudly for their fusion; the avalanche of
drastic technicalities called loudly for
thetr abolition: the laughable legal fic-
tions called loudly for serious common
sense: the oceans of verbose pleadings
drowied human intelligence and con-
founded the honest suitor. The law com-
missions of the Victorian era were but the
reactionary outcome of ages of outrageous
cost and delay, fiction and technicality
Ignorance and denial of justice.

The age of advance in other paths of
life proved itself an era of progress in the
efficient part of the laws of England, their
sensible application.

It is obvious that, as a judgment which
cannot be realized upon is rather a burden
than a substantial benefit, so it was rather
Idle to go through the form of prescribing
rights in the substantive law without an
appropriate code of procedure to enforce
those rights.
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Under the old system it was but slight
satisfaction to an injured suitor to know
he was wronged, unless he also knew his
remedy. The old system was, often, to
lock up in the judicial breast much of the
knowledge of remedial law and merely
give the suitor a glance of it while throw-
ing him out of court on some ridiculous
technicality or fiction. Such a system
might impress the honest litigant with the
majesty of the law, but surely not with its
wisdom or justice.

It therefore fell to the great law reform
movement of the nineteenth century to
sweep away fictions and forms and tech-
nicalities, to turn confusion of the law and
the equity into their sensible fusion, in a
word to apply the laws of the land
speedily and at a minimum cost to restore
the rights and cure the wrongs of honest
and long-suffering suitors.

The complex trial of the old system
having happily given place to the modem
lawsuit so direct and to the point, the laws
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are now wisely and effectively applied
generally speaking. This of cours^dSnot mean that we have reached that ap-
proach to perfection of procedure where a
lawsuit IS or may be prosecuted with the
directness of simple methods marking
other concerns of the highest importance

t' XJ***' ''* ^^^ more closely ap-
proach aiat method of litigating our dis-
putes which will appeal to the businessman 8 conception of " less form more
substance."

Even now there are many evidences ofnew hght along those linea In applying
the laws of the land the rules of evidence
have always been of vital importance andmuch of this evidence has helped or hin-
dered the case under such heads as (a)
judicial notice (b) presumptions of law
(c) presumptions of fact. What might
be presumed under the old system is far
from what wiU be presumed today. Phv-
sicaUy attaching a seal is for instance of
much less moment today than even a few
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years ago. Physically entering a parcel
of land is less essential to its transfer to-
day than a few years ago. Launching a
suit in some stiff technical form is no
longer necessary. Assignment of a chose
in action is no longer contrary to law.
Transfer by a married woman is liberal-
ized. Eecovery for a man's death in a
personal injury case is no longer denied.

These, a few of many changes, are men-
tioned, from which it is readily seen that
presumptions of law and of fact as of the
old system are so overturned that the law
is very differently applied in the modem
lawsuit.

Again, we have oral testimony and its
admissibility. The practice is revolution-
ized in the past century. As we all know,
the parties who knew most about cases
were generally speaking excluded from
the witness-box under the old system; to-
day the trial open to practically all wit-
nesses gives us a radically different appli-
cation, and a correspondingly different
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influence, of the rules and laws. When
neither the plaintiff nor the defendant
could testify in a court of law, it was (ifnobody else knew any of the facts) rather
superhuman to apply the law wisely.When nobody having any monetary in-

plind farce though nominally a trial of the
issue where such excluded witnesses alone

f'T^^\u'^ '^^^"^ ""« '*«*« were
lockedm the breast of some witness whose
religious scruples forbade his taking some
strict prescribed form of oath, it was ob-
viously beyond human ken to discover the
truth at the triaL Where the testimony
was extoriied by fire, the result strangely
contrasts with that of a modem lawsidt.

In view of the legal history of the past
century, m view of the law reforms of the
nineteenth century, it is easy tc see how
differently, how much more wisely, we
apply the laws of the land as civilization
advances. With the broadening of the
human mind, with the light of modem
science and art, with the expansion of
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popular education and thinking, with the
march of democratic principles, the laws
are applied with tolerable wisdom and
philosophy.

The jury system is an old institution

:

yet the functions of the jury a century
ago were indeed limited by contrast to its
duties and powers today. It was, as we
smilingly recall and blushingly confess, a
sorry dozen of brow-beaten thinkers
whose food and fuel and freedom were be-
times arbitrarily cut off unless and until
they stopped thinking and turned in a
satisfactory verdict. The rights and
duties of those representatives of the
country are today so radically unlike what
we historically know they were defined to
be a century or even less ago, that the laws
under their administration are now ap-
plied with an effect that would horrify an
old system judge or counsel.

In the last analysis, it is not what the
laws are, but who administers them. The
best laws, badly applied, remedy no
wrongs.
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are apphed in happy contrast to court

contrast 18 still greater in our favor bylooking backward a hundred years. Thevare not so well applied today ^as they^oe half a century hence.

glancing back a century, we can
scarcely ^eak weU of laws or their appli-
cation, when string a sheep incumd

^LT'rJ^'^*^ *' feloniously taking ahunian life, or when an honest insolvent
suffered practically life imprisonment forhw moneylessness. Neither the laws nor
tteir application in that barbarous age
(» glonous in some respects) can well
inspire us with the reverence for thSr
majesty which marks the good citizen ofthe present age.

A familiar example of law refonn isfound in the common sense and economy
of time and money giving us the originat-
uig summons for the ready and reasonable
decision of isolated points of law, without
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cumbrous suits needlessly expanding into
wide and costly fields which call for no
litigation whatsoever.

A fair and frank review of the law' re-
forms of the past century reaches the
happy conclusion that bench and bar are
trying to keep stride with the marvellous
advances in other sciences and arts. This
is encouraging. The day is not far when
every right violated and every wrong in-
flicted will be judicially corrected, reme-
died, penalized (as the case may be) with-
out serious encroachment upon the time
or purse of the injured party, when it can
less often be said that there is ** a wrong
without a remedy,'' when the profession
of the law will operate the machinery of
the. law with democratic simplicity and
twentieth century promptness.

The rules exert a potent influence under
the modem system, because they are at
once fairly liberal and fairly fixed. With
a code of rules open to all alike the po-
tency of those rules is to the end that the

ii
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wnM system, yet with ample powew of

fc the paramount end to be served. H^^c^

wh,Vh «
^''^^"^^""ing principle upon

" Bules admitting evidence aro elastic

mn through the law-making crucibleotters g,ve courts blanket authS^^make their own rules. Certain courte ofappeal have laid down the follow^ do^tnnes on the force and effect of rSfs
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2. A higher court will not reverse any
construction given to rules by a 'ower
court, not palpably erroneous.

3. A court may ignore its rulf s \vIi<»t> n
proper case is presented.

4. Rules are for the protects n oi* -uit.>rs

and the convenience of courts, but i h( fat-

ter is waived if justice so require.

5. Rules of court have not the effect of
statutes.

6. Courts prefer rules ^lacted into laws
rather than rules never ratified and
passed upon by law-makers."

Under the caption of rules and their

potency it is not amiss to consider the
doubtful need and fairness of an appeal
record costing a party to a suit the
princely sum of $15,000. This instance of
costly litigation, arising mainly under
oppressive rules of practice, calls a halt in

even the modem lawsuit. Given such an
instance of big figures (exceptional
though it be) the poor litigant may well

pause before launching his writ. The
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overwhelming effect of such rules may beless hkely to obstruct the way toS!
•nentm a just cause where the^s arein cozy circumstances than .^ong Khumbler financiers. However that maytewe are not yet in Utopia on the rules ofprocedure, we are still far f^reau^

• nghts to aU unless the man ofiX£w lent a helping hand in the trial ofS
forturtate neighbor. And while much is to

itigants fair play and equal chances onthe merits of their causes

The foremost judges, the greatest law-
yers, are and ought to be leading thepopular revival to cut out cost, won? .Sdelay in lawsuits by simplifying the po-tent rules of procedure.

A well-known jurist has aptly said • " Agood proof of the supremacy of rules of•aw 18 afforded where the remedy for awrong w transferred from the judge to

itif""^
'^**'^'^ "** substantive law



CHAPTER 10.

Popular feelino: its force.

In one sense popular feeling is the su-

preme test. No law is strictly speaking
enforceable unless backed by public senti-

ment. The feeling which constitutes a
stable base on which to make the laws of

the land must be a fairly iixed feeling,

the result of second thought. It should,

in the ideal sense, be broad and general

enough to represent the public as a whole.

Statesmen of the highest calibre often

grope in hopeless darkness to read the

public sentiment of the day, as many an
appeal to the people has from time to

time proved. An issue submitted for the

voice of the people, under banners carried

by two contesting political parties, is

proverbially uncertain until the poll is

taken.

It is said, " the vote is king and soon

it may be cast where the voter chooses."
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K.e noyeUy of the proposition alarms us

:

te log^e ,8 sound. However that nmy tethe exercise of the right to vote is neithSmore nor less than the record of that pul

.
'r^>e '*w-makers so chosen by the Dfionlp

represent in the last analyJSe JTerto which all must bow. Before theiTme
people's proxies) all must bow. fo^tSr
functions are supreme.

an^iJ.T^**'''*'"
^P"^o^ their import-

mport^ce IS reaUy due to the voi'ce of

for little indeed, if the force of popularfeehng were not generally speaki^Ck
of all htiga ion. The power of the jud^e

dignity to the bulwark of popular feelingthe majesty of the law is born of thTS'

dreds or thousands or millions choose

mMafMhaiao**a»M
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their law-makers to frame and paas the
laws. If those laws could workaWy be
enacted and applied and enfwced by the
people as a visible whole, ttiere is no sound
2 eason for delegates to make the laws, for
judges to apply th«n, or for executive to
carry them out. But it is self-evident that
such functions can only be well and wisely
worked out by delegating them to duly
ehoeen representatives.

Hence a lawsuit is based upon laws
prescribed specifically by chosen law-
makers and applied by chosen judges.
Hence also the lawsuit, at many points
directly and at many points indirectly,

hinges upon popular feeling.

The popular sentiment which makes a
law must stand firmly at the judge's side
while he applies it and at the officer's back
while he enforces it.

A century ago the courts afforded
many striking examples of cruel and ab-
surd applications of the law which the
people in that age accepted, while popu-

I

li
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lar feeling today refuses to stand sponsor
for any such barbarisma It is for in-
stance only a few decades since the courts
so emnly decreed to the husband the so-
called common law right to beat and im-
prison the wife. The sentiment today is

^
against it : so is the common law.

Again, the early notion of trial by jury
was to try the facts of the case on the
popular knowledge of those facts among
the neighbors rather than on the evidence
at the trial properly admitted under the
direction of the judge: popular sentiment
has changed.

The crude and cruel extraction of tes-
timony by torture was backed by popu-
lar sentiment under the old system: not
so m the present age.

The star chamber, the trial in camera,
in ail its stifling harshness and tyranny
was not it would appear so revolting
under the old system: yet who would
stand for it today? Popular feeling is
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for the public court as the greatest con-
ceivable guarantee of libei-ty and justice.

Popular feeling arose in opposition to
the old common law principle which
visited negligence with *' no damages for
personal injury -suiting in death ''

al-
though actionable ' the injured party
mrvHcd. Lord Campbell's Act in the
middle of last century met the feeling of
the people in this respect.

Popular feeling arose against capita*
punishment for the hundrc^ds of minor
crimes which were formerly punished
with death, such as stealing 'small sums
or even mere vagrancy.

Popular feeling revolted at last against
life imprisonment or any imprisonment
of the honest though moneyless debtor

:

the law was changed. Now even the in-
solvent may begin life anew and bv honest
industry acquire a competencv. This was
made possible by a healthy public senti-
ment.

1C.L.—] \ fi
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Popular feeling sought clearer laws,
more statute laws, less judge-made laws:
and such strides are seen as the sale of
goods code and other acts codifying laws
of contract and of tort as well as crim-
inal laws, some law districts ripe to pub-

.
lish all the laws in the daily papers free
and open to all.

Popular feeling s ught laws protecting
the weak against ti » strong: they have
come. Popular fc eliiig arose against the
brow-beating of jury suitor or witness

:

the procedure is changed accordingly.
Public sentiment arose against the un-
speakable inhumanity of man to man
where the guilty one paid the price but
his body was carved to pieces after name-
less tortures which would disgrace even
savages. Public sentiment rebelled
against the murderer's execution where
it signified that the body was a public
spectacle in chains for the morbid and
heartless to drink of such savagery.

The honest debtor may thank public
sentiment that neither life imprisonment

J*i^l*p:*^*.-^^:
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nor any imprisonment is his fate for
being moneyless. The jury may thank
pubhc sentiment that ** locking up with-
out meat, drink or fire ''

is no longer a
condition precedent to a true and just
verdict. The traitor formerly punished
with hurdle, then hanged, then cut down
alive, then bowels burned before his face
then head severed, then quartered (Town-
ley's case (1746), 18 State Trials 350)
may thank public sentiment for the miti-
gated penalty today imposed. The mur-
derer and the pirate may in like manner
thank public sentiment for softening pen-
alties. The felon ^family, too, may thank
public sentiment that now the crime is
expiated by the life or liberty and reputa-
tion of the guilty one without the for-
feiture of his estate on which the familv
depend. ^

Popular feeling now stands for such
prmciples as the following:

1. Rules requiring an appeal rA«ord
costing a party to a suit hundreds some-
times thousands of dollars must go
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2. Statutes encouragmg numerous ap-
peals between the original trial and the
couri: of last resort must go.

3. The suitor's remedy by trial when-
ever feasible must be of easy access in his
own law district.

\
4. Cost, worry and delay in the work-

ing of the machinery of the law must be
reduced to a fair and reasonable mini-
mum.

5. The man without means must where-
ever practicable be given his ** day in
court " to prosecute a just claim or to
defend against an unjust claim.

6. The administration of an estate in
which a single question of law seeks solu-
tion shall not be clogged by costly and
cumbrous litigation, where an originating
summons can simply solve the trifling
problem.

7. Let the law-maker tabulate all the
laws into plain everyday statutes in this
age of printers' ink: thea with every law
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an open page enforce it impartially and
rationally and mercifully.

a Codify, so far as practicable, all sub-
stantive laws and all laws and rules of
practice and procedure.

Public sentiment runs along those lines
and its influence is properly exerted in
the direction indicated. The force of
popular feeling in the main makes few
mistakes: the b^nch in the main fairly
interprets that sentiment.

The fundamental principles actuating
the people as a whole are properly in the
main the very principles which actuate
the bench itself. When either deviates
from those governing principles, the ad-
ministration of justice to that extent be-
comes abortive.

The modem exponent of public senti-
ment is prominently the press. Is the
press a factor in the modem lawsuit ?
Trying cases in nt^wspapers seems from
the very nature of a judicial trial a rather
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perilous encroachment, and yet it is mar-
vellous how much of good, and how little
of obstruction, can be fairly charged up
against that ubiquitous popular exponent
the press.

In early days the Hberty of the press
.
was outside the forensic arena; its rights
and privileges, under which today it may
80 freely publish' and take part in court
procedure, being of gradual, inch by inch
growth and development. In pioneer
times a judge would court impeachment
ere recognizing the newspaper from the
bench or off it Times have changed. To-
day the press is a pillar of the people.
Its voice is the people's voice : its freedom
18 the people's liberty: its motto is the
square deal. Its activity at times may
constitute an encroachment on the trial
of causes, yet we think the following sum-
mary has much of truth to commend it-A crime is charged. The press becomes
prosecutor or defence, as the people hon-
estly lean. This is the greatest boon the
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citizen enjoys. The publicity of the press
is a trial of itself. No client, no lawyer,
no juror, no judge, ignores the fourth
estate

: he cannot afford to belittle its part
in court work. It throws the calcium light
on the lurking criminal : we pass along in
safety. It stands a stalwart tribune
shielding the widow and the fatherless,
turning scorn and lash against the vam-
pire feeding from their scant substance.
It heralds the cry, ** the greatest good to
the greatest number.'' No character at
the trial is so great or dazzling that the
press may not attack where public policy
demands it.

The mission of the press is a noble one.
The press as a whole is good. The liberty
of the press is yours and mine: its li-

cense, its scandal-mongers, its black-
mailers, its grafters, are or ought to be in
numbers and influence of small account.
The vile newspaper withers or ought to
wither under public contempt and be
buried without a tear.
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The modern law court welcomes and
supports the good newspaper. Some of
the most secret and atrocious crimes ofour age have been bared and prosecuted
and pumshed by the press. Freedom to
print and publish the truth, from good

2Trl ^f *r ^""''^'^^^ «°ds: such is
that liberty of the press which to some
extent constitutes the people's liberty andas such the press is a modern bulwark of
public order and good government.

s on tha m the trial of the modem law-
suit public opinion, as voiced by the saneand safe complement of the press, is apotent factor. With well-recognized limi-
tations, the influence exerted in the trialof causes of action and prosecutions forcrane IS in the main wholesome and con-
s stent with public policy. Emphasis is

admitted reasons against hearing causes
2'"''>\^'-»- As counsel well know practic-
ally all classes of case must be tried in
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public. A few, very few, classes of case
may be heard in camera: but these only
lend emphasis to the generality of the
rule that the courts must conduct their
business in public. Public opinion is the
power behind all trials: without that
opinion and support the machinei^ of the
courts would lie idle and useless. This
is not to say, isolated cases may not be
tried and their judgments enforced with-
out the backing of an overwhelming pub-
lic opinion. Yet in the last analysis it
will be seen such cases are run through
by normal well-organized machinery up-
held broadly speaking by public senti-
ment.

The lapses of mobs who take the law in
their own hands are not and cannot be
defended or excused. They are at best
passionate outbursts of ill-poised minds,
too impatient and impetuous to leave the
fair and impartial administration of the
law to the calm and judicial conduct of
their own properly constituted represent-
atives and officers.

II
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Such outbursts, tending as they do to
anarchy, are a peril to all government,
and constitute an encroachment upon the
law and the courts and promote tyranny
not justice. Ill-advised and vicious, li-
cense not liberty is the watchword, and
such mobs steeped in blood are a crying
peril to liberty and a brutal menace to
fair play. \

The power of the people over courts is
never properly exercised by taking the
law into the hands of a maddened mob.

On the other hand, broadly speaking,
public feeling is exerted, wisely and pro-
perly exerted, in the choice of the law-
maker, in the choice (direct or indirect)
of the judge, in the choice of the jury
panel, in the choice of the other officers
of the court. The public power may be
more apparent in choosing jury panels
than in selecting the judges, it may be
easier to discern what public sentiment
has had to do with selecting a sheriff or
a court clerk or a court stenographer than
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in selecting either judge or jury; still

back of all elections and appointments of
those indispensable factors for the trial
of causes we find, widely considered, the
one great force, public feeling. As has
been well said, " the public will, directly
or indirectly, appoints all public ser-
vants.''

That the people's modern exponent,
the press, upon principles of liberty not
license, is at once a potent arm of gov-
ernment and prop of jurisprudence, can-
not be denied. We have many instances
wherein it protects the bread-winner.

Subjoined is a typical newspaper brief
of the evidence in a horrible fire case
showing what the press is constantly do-
ing by way of wholesome publicity for the
bread-winner

:

" What fire survivors swore to at fac-
tory owners' trial:

In the trial of John Doe and Richard
Roe, proprietors of the John Doe Com-
pany, for alleged manslaughter in having
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been responsible for the death of Mar-
garet Blank and many others in the John
Doe building fire on March 25 last wit-
nesses called for the prosecution 'have
testified

:

1. That very few of the employees knew
there was a door to the Washington place
stairway froip the factory.

2. That those who knew of it understood
It was not to be used by the employees,
who were required to pass a watchman
at the Green Street door.

3. That on the occasion of the fire all
attempts to open the Washington place
door on the ninth floor failed until Louis
Blank, the machinist, came to the assist-
ance of the girls.

4. That the attempts of twenty-five of
these girls to open this door convinced
them that it was locked at the time of the
fire.

5. That no fire drills were held in the
John Doe factory, and that clippings were
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allowed to accumulate on the floor until,
on one occasion, a dealer removed 2252
pounds of refuse.

6. That the firemen who answered the
alarm had to kick in the portions of the
door that had been burned away before
their arrival.

7. The prosecution also succeeded in
offering in evidence the lock from the
Washington place door on the ninth floor.

Its bolt was still shot. The hand rail be-
tween the eighth and ninth floors was also
offered in evidence. It stood three feet
and nine inches from the doors, but had
barely been scorched.''

The unspeakable horrors of this fire

and how they could have been avoided
were of vital public interest. The press,
as an adjunct to the court, by such acti-
vity, standing between the strong and the
weak, lenders a service of priceless value
to the general public. Public feeling and
its force are thus in the best feasible
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fashion heralded in permanent form far
beyond the territorial jurisdiction of the
trial coui-t in which this particular prose-
cution was being pressed.

Until of late no agency vied with the
press as a news gatherer and news dis-
tributor.

The moving picture, swifter than the
press, has a mighty mission. Its partm the trial of the modem lawsuit is likely
to be big. Clasping into closer touch
heaven and earth and man, it appeals to
every eye, every mind, the adult, the child,
the lettered and the unlettered. The mov-
ing picture portrays public opinion. The
hour is near when added to press com-
ment on court trial, its every detail will
appear next day in the moving picture,
-fcivery vital character and each word he
utters will be reproduced by joint picture
and phonograph in our generation.



CHAPTER 11.

The verdict ; its effect.

The opinion of the jury on a question
of fact so often determines the issue of
the trial that counsel cast the die on that.

Yet experience teaches that while a sound
verdict may be an all-sufficient basis for
the coveted judgment, there are quite a
few conditions precedent to a valid ver-
dict.

The jury's inquiry on oath into the
questions of fact pending in the judicial
inquiry may or may not lead to an opin-
ion which will constitute a safe and sound
foundation stone for the judgment itself.

The jury system has so much to com-
mend it and came to the suitor as a sub-
stitute for a system having so little to

commend it, we are slow to acknowledge
even the palpable defects which from
generation to generation have marred it.

I
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It has been upheld staunchly as a bul-
wark of justice for so long that one hesi-
tates to apply the pruning knife, yet it
IS scarcely perfect in all its results.

The opinion which emerges from the
consideration and deliberation of the jury
room crystallized as it is into a verdict,
the result of twelve men taking oath to
hear an(^ determine the issue between the
parties upon the evidence and the law
under the direction of the court, stands
111 the vast majority of cases as the good
and valid verdict of the good men and
true and constitutes a safe basis for the
judgment of the court thereon.

Betimes however the trial judge can-
not accept the verdict and may find the
only proper course to enter a judgment
to the contrary notwithstanding the opin-
ion of the jury. The grounds which may
compel the judge to reject the jurv's
opinion arise under several heads, and a
whole treatise might well be devoted
thereto.
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All said and done however they classify
roughly speaking under the two general
heads incorporated in the jurors' oath
namely the jury's failure (a) to find ac-
cording to the evidence under the judge's
direction (b) to accept and adopt the
judge's pronouncement of the law.

In view of the foregoing, it will be seen
that although the jury is vested with
power to return a verdict specifically or
in effect for either party to the suit, such
verdict is wholly without effect unless the
jury faithfully obsei-ves its oath to limit
the evidence as directed by the judge and
to give effect to the law as he also directs.
Such direction is given under rules of
procedure in the application of which the
judge is vested with wide powers of dis-
cretion. Such being the case, a verdict
not based on the law and the duly ad-
mitted evidence, can be summarily set
aside by the judge and by that means
rendered of no effect whatever.

MX.—12
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Again, and here ip a much wider class
a verdict may run the judicial gauntlet
and meet with objection to its validity by
the losmg suitor. Here again the grounds
of attack are roughly speaking the fail-
ure of the jury to render their verdict on
the duly admitted evidence and the law
with the additional grounds germane
thereto and so familiar to the trial coun-
sel and especially to the appellate courts,
ypon a motion against the verdict or
findings of the jury and for a stay of
judgment accordingly, the verdict is for
the time being of course robbed of its
effect.

The field for forensic debate opened by
attacks upon the verdict of the jury is
undoubtedly a dignified arena for legal
fencing upon qitestions of law. And while
the jury have only assumed to give a bind-
ing opinion on the facts involved in the
issue of the case, there sometimes seems
no limit to the number and variety of law
points discussable on a motion to set aside
that verdict.
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Under the old system, it was not un-
usual to see verdicts set aside upon highly
technical grounds, with scant regard for
the substantial justice of the case.
Modern practice however under explicit
modem statutory provisions heeds the
substance not the form and the verdict is
not robbed of its effect where substantial
justice permits it to stand.

A verdict under attack may stand the
test unc'er such conditions as the follow-
ing;

(a) Where reasonable men might have
so found although the trial judge may
have held a different opinion.

(b) Where reasonable men might have
so found although an appellate court
may think the preponderance of the evi-
dence is the other way, in the absence of
error or some other substantial ground.

(c) Where the damages attacked as ex-
cessive do not exceed what twelve reason-
able men might assess, if it does not ap-
pear that the trial judge's directions have
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been disregarded or that a false measure
of damages was applied.

(d) Where there was evidence to sup-
port the findings, although different find-
mgs might be reached en the whole evi-
dence by an appellate court.

On the other hand, a verdict may be
successfully attacked under such condi-
tions as Che following :

(a) Where the verdict was against the
weight of evidence and on a reasonable
view of the whole evidence could not pro-
perly be found.

(b) Where the alleged reason for the
nndmg had no existence in fact.

(c) Where the trial judge's directions
as to the law or the evidence are disre-
garded by the jury.

(d) '^There the case was not fully de-
veloped for its proper decision.

(e) Where excessive damages are as-,
sessed the appellate court, under certain
circumstances, may vary the verdict in
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that respect instead of remitting the case
for a new trial.

(f) Where there has been prejudicial
error in conduct of, or interference with,
the jury at the trial.

(g) Where there' has been error in the
instructions to the jury.

(h) Where the jury answering some,
fails to answer other, material questions
submitted to it.

(i) Where there has been prejudicial
error in the judge's instructions.

(j) Where a view by the jury is made
a basis for the verdict as infringing the
strict obligation to find on the evidence.

Obviously the verdict is often without
effect owing to want of strictness in the
conduct of the jury or the empanelling
of that body. There are so many strict
requirements in respect of the constitu-
tion of the jury that a careful perusal of
the Jury Act governing each law district
is the most profitable guide as to the links

I
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essential in the long chain of selecting and
swearing and controlling the twelve good
men and true whose power on the facts
at issue is so vital to the suitors contend-
ing before that jury.

The wilful non-disclosure by a juror
that in advance he has read all about the
case and already made up his mind as to
its merits, or such non-disclosure on any
of the many other questions preliminary
to his being accepted as a juror, may in-
deed render the whole proceedings nuga-
tory and the verdict invalid.

In the olden days to give food or drink
or fuel to the jury was often fatal to the
verdict.

Of course under the more liberal rules
of law and procedure of our present sys-
tem, a verdict is not set aside generally
speakin- unless the substantial justice of
the case is involved. Yet a verdict is with-
out effect until passed upon by the court
and although the vast majority of ver-
di<;ts are held to be valid and accepted bb
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sufficient bases for corresponding judg-
ments, their efficacy comes from the pro-
nouncement of the trial judge in practi-
cally all cases. To him is given the
right, upon him is imposed the duty, of
formally passing upon and ratifying the
verdict

: without that foi-mality it is prac-
tically of no effect whatsoever.

Of course his neglect or refusal to give
effect to a verdict is appealable and the
remedy is as a necessary consequence ob-
tainable from the appellate court.

Under the old system, juries were not
given that freedom of action afforded
them under the modem system. Their
honest verdicts were not always on all

fours with the trial judges' views of the
facts, and it was not at all unusual to find
juries roundly lectured, because their
opinions on the facts differed from the
judicial opinions at the trials. The com-
pulsive machinery of the court was so
arbitrary in those days that juries were
sometimes (as the Reports show) brow-
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beaten and intimidated into returning
verdicts, not according to their own con-
victions, but to square with the fiery judi-
cial opinions on the facts.

IJnder the old system, there was no
well-defined limit to the coercive methods
at the judicial hand where a jury proved
perverse ind* the over-zealous judge
sometimes leapt the fence and usurped
the jury functions to carry out his own
honest convictions as to the facts.

The jury system meant less of protec-
tion to the suitor under such coercion
than was ever intended, and with other
reforms has come such r ^nn j^ ^jj^^^
system that the judge tou.y is not only
willmg but anxious to leave entirely to
the jury the hearing and determination of
the facts. Indeed, no part of a trial
judge's charge to the jury, in the present
age IS more explicit than his assurance
that the facts are entirely for the jury of
which facts it is the sole judge.
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In this connection of course the jury is

enjoined that it must find upon the evi-
dence, and solely upon the evidence, pro-
perly admissible under the judge's direc-
tion and that it must in like manner take
the law of the case from the judge. This
is manifestly as it should be and verdicts
rendered under proper observance of such
instructions are in the main effective.
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CHAPTER 12.

The JUDGMENT: its epfecjt.

The issue heard and determined, we
have at the close of the trial the judicial
opinion, constituting the judgment in the
case. The effect of this judgment de-
pends largely upon its literal finality, and
indeed a full view of the literal finality
of the judgment is a full view, in the
main, of the effect of such judgment.

If the judgment is literally final, its
finality constitutes the fruit for which all
the seeding and cultivating take place. If
the cost and worry and delay of the trial
would invariably result in a judgment
literally final, if the trial meant all the
cost and delay, if it were the sum and sub-
stance of the fight, to be followed by judg-
ment and its satisfaction, the lawsuit
would present a very different face to the
average suitor. But the truth is, a re-
spectable class of cases are scarcely well
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started when the trial judgments are ren-
dered.

The trial judgment is sought by the
plain everyday suitor as though it were
the end of it all.

On the other hand the veteran litigant,

hardened in the courts, only laughs at the
first lap marked by the trial judgment.
To him this is merely the trial judge's
opinion to be pared and pruned, or varied,
or reversed, in the tortuous pathway
marking varied appellate court debates:
to him the trial judgment is merely the
first of a good half-dozen judgments by
way of appeal through a long chain of
appellate courts.

In this connection, nothing can more
cruelly distress the veteran suitor (who
counts his lawsuits by the score or by the
hundreds) than cutting out a single one
of the goodly list of courts of appeal. To
this type of suitor, the jockeying in count-
less motions between the many appeals
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IS the meat in the cocoanut. The plain
business or working man, who never in-
voked the aid of the court before, is of
course mystified by it all. He enters to
have a square deal and play a fair game
in the issue, but is amazed to find that the
judicial opinion, known as his trial judg-
ment, merely^ marks the close of chapter
number one, to be followed too often by
a dozen sequent chapters, in which the
trial judgment is by divided courts re-
versed, then affirmed, again reversed .nd
again affirmed, perhaps later varied, and
at long last restored. Eunning this costly
technical gamut of drearily dragging ap-
peals, wherein time is not of the essence,
the plain bread-winner, victor after years
of litigation, is cynical enough to think
that ** the winner is the loser '' in time
and money. He fights the forensic jockey,
the trained court gladiator, the '' chronic
litigant,'' who keeps court machinery
bristlmg with scores of such causes, ear-
ned by keen annually-retained counsel
from term to term and from law district
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to law district, seeking to fag and dis-
hearten the '' casual suitor/»»

Such is to some extent the practice on
its darker side in even the modern law-
suit

; but under the old system where law
and equity had their distinct and separate
courts and jurisdictions, the evils of cost
and delay and legalized opacity were infi-
nitely worse. In this contrast the follow-
ing from Pugh V. Heath, 7 App. Cas.
237, is of interest: '' The court is not now
a court of law or a court of chancery but
a court of complete jurisdiction.''

So that the trial judgment, in too many
instances, is wanting in effect. It is want-
ing in finality in the literal sense, it is
but the cue for numerous appeals, count-
less motions (can it be said) by '' cease-
less lawyers with endless tongues.'' It
should generally be the last step before
plucking its fruit, the cash: it too often
IS but the resting place, which is con-
verted into a gloom of perplexity, as the
astute counsel, on either side, unravel and
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lay bare to the unsophisticated judgment
creditor the tortuous paths through
which, by way of appeal, the judgment
debtor may wander ere he pays up. Then
it is that the successful suitor sees the
barrenness of a trial judgment which he
may not convert into cash until the de-
feated debtor shall have enjoyed, not
merely another " day in court,'' but per-
haps years of vexatious litigation wherein
the hapless case may run the endless
gamut of half a dozen appellate courts,
while with tedious iteration and re-itera-
tion every imaginable law point is

threshed out and re-threshed ad nauseum.
Then it is that the successful suitor has
his eyes opened to the cmnbrous appeal
machinery and its costly engineering,
which may be fired up for a journey
around the world of technicalities and
fictions in the law: then he first learns
perhaps that some general question of
public policy has reached the surface in
his little case, and the public weal con-
strains a long drawn out graded series of
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arguments in appeal, based upon printed
records costing even thousands of dollars,
wherein two militant arrays of legal dis-
putants hold forth learnedly for perhaps
the balance of the judgment creditor's
natural life.

All this suggests that while the modem
lawsuit is a marked and happy improve-
ment upon its prototype of a century or
even fifty years ago, there is still much
room for reform leading to literal finality
of the trial judgment. Its " effect and
conclusiveness, '» a theme so familiar to
the practitioner, could be scaled much
closer to the perfect, if some law commis-
sion, fused deeply with business methods,
might frame the reform in procedure cut-
ting out the remaining technicalities and
delays wherever consistent with justice
and fair play. By such a movement the
trial judgment will be the end, or gen-
erally speaking in sight of the end, of the
forensic contest; in other words it will
have its intended " effect and conclusive-
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ness.'* By such a movement, the poor and
the rich, the ** casual suitor '» and the
** chronic litigant,'' will measure up by
the one standard, or at any rate there will
be an approach to that Utopian end.

Of course it goes without saying that
many of the salutary rules of practice
and procedure, under which judgments
may successfully be attacked, are too
wisely and soundly based to be disturbed.
Moreover we find, under modern law re-
form, marvellous advances along the line
of liberalized amendments to pleadings to
conform to the evidence and to the judg-
ment which that evidence will warrant.

A judgment is now often allowed to the
successful party with a faulty pleading
where amendment however tardy can
make it fit, subject of course to fair and
reasonable restrictions as to the substan-
tial justice of the case.

This is a wise liberalizing as to the
power and discretion of both trial and
appellate judges, getting at the end of
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litigation more speedily and giving fair
play at less cost It really emphasizes
that the trial is for the chief purpose of
getting at the truth of the issue, that cost
and delay are equally foes of fair play and
foes of the wise adr'^iistration of justice.

By such reforms in practice and pro-
cedure the discreet judge may do much to
put just judgments into immediate ex-
ecution, and much for fair play to the
" casual suitor " against the " chronic
litigant," provided the latter is clearly
in the wrong on the merits, while as ever
fairly holding the scales for both veteran
and recruit giving equal rights to all and
special privileges to none.

ICX.—18+
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CHAPTER 13.

The appeal : its purpose.

Since a trial judgment, won after a fair

fight bringing out the truth of the issue

under the pleadings, is a barren victory

to him who can realize nothing on that

judgment, it often becomes even worse
than a mere barren victory, through the

perils and uncertainties of the appeal. On
the other hand, a trial judgment does not

exactly sound the death-knell to the

honest suitor who may have met defeat.

He sees hope, often a bright prospect of

fair play, by way of appeal.

The purpose of the appeal is fair play

and legal rights to the honest litigant

against whom the trial judgment has been

pronounced or the verdict at the trial has

been returned. The appeal is of course

an essential in the administration of jus-

tice. A trial without the right of appeal

is tyranny, except in those cases which by
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their very nature cannot fairly or reason-
ably be subject to appeal.

The appeal then is, on its face and in
substance, admittedly a bulwark under a
free constitution. So long as honest men
differ, litigants will demand the right of
appeal.

It is therefore not the appeal itself, but
the abuse of the privilege of appeal, which
meets the condemnation of lovers of fair
play in court procedure.

The leading minds of bench and bar
are foremost in the agitation against a
system which encourages and promotes
cumbrous and costly appeal activities, in
the way of too many appellate courts and
too many distinct and expensive motions
and arguments beyond the ken and be-
yond the pocket of the honest, plain,
everyday bread-winner who, perhaps once
in his whole natural life, asks the court to
'' remedy a wrong." When the trial judg-
ment is pronoimced against the " chronic
litigant," he often cares not a snap how
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the trial judgment goes provided the
appeal machinery will hring him the
ultimate decision or wear out his inex-

perienced antagonist. It practically

closes the door to the poor suitor. He
prefers to endure without protest. He
hesitates to set the law in motion, fearing
that winning a verdict or a judgment at
the trial is but a small part of the contest

and that in the end, even if he wins, he
comes out of the fray wrinkled and de-
nuded after a life-long litigation.

The appeal is not allowed, nor was it

ever intended, to rob the honest suitor of
his well-earned judgment; but the ingen-
uity of the " chronic litigant '' is sucU
and has been such, that he rides a coach-

and-four through the spirit of the laws
and of the rules of procedure. He, too

often, makes good the boast that whatever
the jury may do on the evidence he can
undo on appeal.

It may be contended that the constitu-

tion of the courts, if not the rules of prac-
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tice and procedure, negative any such
boast. Yet many are the instances where
several costly appeals from one court to
anoth-r have so terrorized the plain
bread-winner that he will tamely '' suffer
the wrong '' rather than litigate.

The appeal is prescribed, broa ly
speaking, to correct errors at the trial.
Disregard of the law or of the evidence
may constitute potent grounds of appeal.
Flagrant instances of such disregard cry
loudly for the privilege of appeal. The
relief so sought is, in the main, granted
by the appellate court and is an over-
whelming reason for its existence.

In proper cases the appeal is an un-
deniable safeguard for liberty and jus-
tice. Without the right of appeal there is
no safety valve, when error prevails, when
the trial is conducted in disregard of the
laws of the land and the evidence in the
case.

Nobody can rationally dispute the right
of appeal in such cases. This is why
MX.—13a
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the ** chronic litigant '' may so often
wiggle into the unmaking of the ** casual
suitor/' The ** chronic litigant '' works
on the theory that the appeal is rarely
shut against any defeated party who has
* * expert ingenuity. '

'

Belying on that vicious theory the
** chronic litigant'' flaunts shamelessly
through the courts, marking time and
making costs. To him the purpose of the
appeal is delay and cost beyond the means
of the ** casual suitor."

When reform in procedure cures this
evil the humble shall be exalted.

Hence we have, right now, thinking
judges and thinking advocates asking this
very question: ** What are the exact pur-
poses of the appeal! " They urge (a) the
cutting down of bulky printed appeals
(b) the numerical reduction of a- >eai

courts (c) the cutting out of technical-
ities.

Neither bench nor bar is fully satisfied

with the extent to which modem law
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reform has amended the old system of pro-
cedure. While they proudly recognize the
casting overboard of the major part of
the technicalities and legal fictions of the
olden days, they are not blind to the many
outstanding defects in rules of law and of
procedure under which the patient suitor
still groans. They realize only too pain-
fully that until the procedure of the
courts is abreast of modern business
methods and procedure, there is a blush
coming. They see, from term to term,
that until the cost of appeal records is

pruned down, there is a blush coming.
They see too that until the number of
appeals open to the " chronic litigant ''

is pruned down, there is another blush
coming. Again, they see that until the
parties to the appeal may take part in it

without prohibitive travel, there is still

another blush coming.

The purpose of the appeal, in the last

analysis, is simply this: to enable the ap-
pellant to attack a verdict or judgment or
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decision into which prejudicial error has
crept, and that without undue appeal
costs or dela/y or travel.

The watchword is, reform in appeal
procedure. It is argued that delay is the
sole purpose of appeal in many of the
clearest cases ; in which appeal is wrong
and ought to be denied. It is argued too
that in many- clear cases the sole purpose
of appeal is to ** freeze out " the poor but
honest suitor; where again the privilege
of appeal is wrong.

It is a matter of comment, that in-
dividual and conflicting opinions in ap-
peal might wisely be supplanted by a
reform, under which a majority and a
minority decision, respectively, for and
against the appeal would suffice if the
court were not of one mind, and that an
odd number on an appeal bench shortens
the litigation.



CHAPTER 14.

The execution : its end.

Where a judgment creditor looks back-
ward and recalls, with mingled feelings
of pride and hmniliation, all he achieved
and all he suffered on the path of glory
and of rebuke as he fought valiantly for
that judgment, he fondly anticipates the
fruit of the judgment.

If the judgment debtor be a good
quitter, prompt and solvent, he may pay
the judgment. If he fail or neglect to
pay, the final step is to realize the judg-
ment by the writ of execution.

The execution in the sheriff's hands
may in its turn meet with prompt pay-
ment, thus closing the contest by satisfy-
ing the judgment On the other hand the
sheriff, armed with the power of the law,
may be imable to find any goods from
which to realize the amount of the execu-
tion. This means a return of " no goods, '

'
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and the real property of the execution

debtor may be covered by filing the writ.

The exemptions from execution differ

widely in different law districts. In some

law districts the execution debtor is most

indulgently protected and, imder the

head of necesi^ries for himself and
family, a homestead and ample furniture

with specified provisions and tools and

implements of his calling are exempt. In

other districts the exemptions are closely

restricted in number and value.

Generally speaking however the debtor

is now treated so humanely that a dwell-

ing and strictly necessary furniture and

provisions are saved from the writ. In

such cases the judgment creditor may, as

against an insolvent debtor, be unable to

realize. This is one of the risks neces-

sarily borne by even the winner of the

modern lawsuit.






